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THE ITHACAN 
BOMBERMANIAI 11 
Ithaca trounces Gettysburg, ~34-o; 
m_~V!S to Division lll_~hampiOnship 
_ . - · .. ,, ... , . _ , . . · .. _. • By Tim Johnson Minturn and his "Million dollar 
· _; -)~.: \ ·_·. ·· · . ,-,;· ·. ;. :· '..! moves," as coach Walsh says, 
· ·.- .,-3·-. _ _., -·. _, .. j For the first time since 1980, returned a Gettysburg punt 
.::/_-,_·._-,--.. : thellhacaCOllegeBomberswill ,a-yards for a touchdown. "It 
·: _. :,- .. , be playing in the Division Ill was real satisfying to finally run 
. _--,_."·.<\;_. :-- Championship. It took three one back. 11 was something 1 
.. . consecutive victories in the was hoping we could do 
· · · · playoffs for the Bombers to because we're always working 
,_ -:·· 
~bJ--
ltluu:a Bomber Linebacker, 7im Torrey -39, lunges himself at Gdtysburg quarterback in the third quarter 
of Saturday's game. The Bombers' lkfense as well as their offense performed wilh excellence as they went 
.,i,' 
on to a shut-ouJ victory 34-0. 
I.C. victory celebration 
ends in student assault 
By Karen Powers Approximately 50 students were gathered in F lot, the parking 
area behind the business school 
Jake Bachman., an IC senior, 
was standing by with his 
camera when the event began. 
see Student page 2 
Prohibition '85? 
eventually reach The Stagg on it." 
Bowl with wins over Union A Bob Mason fumble recovery 
College, Montclair State, and last at the 3-yard line on Gettysburg's 
Saturday's victory over next possession set up the 
Gettysburg College. Bombers'second touchdown. A 
The Bombers were in top pass interference penalty in the 
form Saturday, defeating end zone on a third and eight 
previously unbe,aten Gettysburg Kass pass attempt to Jim Lynch 
34-0. Running back Shawn Huth, gave the Bombers a first down 
a sophomore, rushed for 172 at the two yard line. 
yards on 13 carries and one Two plays later, Mike Hoffman 
touchdown, which came on a ran the ball in for Ithaca's second 
57-yard spurt early in the third score. The two point conversion 
quarter. 10 lead the Bombe~ attempt failed and the Bombers' 
ground game. Junior running 12-0 lead would remain until the 
back Shawn Almeida also broke end of the half. 
the 100 yard mark rushing for 101 The Bombers returned after 
yards on 13 carries. halftime for another dominating 
It was apparent from the third quarter, scoring a total of 16 
opening drive that the Bombers points. The Bombers have 
were the dominant team. Kass outscored opponents in the third 
took the Bombers deep into quarter 67·13. 
Gettysburg territory, but could Shawn Huth's 57-yard 
not convert a third down play touchdown run came just two 
from the 16-yard hne,and kicker minutes into the second half. on 
Nick Guerrera·s 29-yard field the Bomber's next possession. 
goal attempt failed. Although Mike Middaugh took over at the 
Ithaca didn't come away with a quarterbacking spot after a 
score it seemed the drive prov- 17-yard punt gave the Bombers 
cd the Bombers could move the a first and ten at the Bullet 42 
ball on C,ettysburg. yard line. Middaugh moved the 
Ithaca's first score came late in l:lombers down to the eight yard 
the first quarter when Pete see Bombers page 13 on saturday, December 7th, 
immediately following the 
BOmbers victory over 
Gettysburg, ii is alleged that a 
senior IC student, Jim 
Zimmerman, was physically 
abused by approximately five 
officers from safety and security 
and Ithaca's Sheriff's 
Department. 
• when '' 5-6 policemen came in 
and began making challenging 
remarks to us," claims Brown. 
According to several· 
eyewitnesses. it was at this time 
that Zimmerman stepped 
forward in the direction of the 
officers and they, in tum. 
surrounded him. After asking for 
and conf15cating Zimmerman's 
student ID card, it is alleged that 
Drinking privilege revoked 
"It all started with a snowball 
fight" claims Matt Brown, a 
senior IC student and 
P.vewitness to the event. 
· one officer "shoved" the 
student toward the patrol car. 
~Blcillllll' 
Ithaca College student. Jim ZJmmenn(ln, Is wmtled by Tompkins Count)' 
sheriffs into a police car Saturday after Bombers /ootball game. 
/ 
This article is a combined ef-
fort of the f ollowlng students: 
Laura Norton, Lauren Maiman, 
Adam Riesner, Stephanie Paret-
to, Ross Grant, and Karen 
Powers. 
Young people between the 
ages of 19 and 20 are facing 
something that all people faced 
back in the early part of the 
century: Prohibition. once the 
age of 21 is reached. the con-
sumption of alcohol is legal, but 
for the people whose drinking 
privileges have been taken 
away there are strong feelings of 
resentment similar to what was 
felt when all alcohol consump-
tion was prohibited. 
Prohibition ended in 1933 with 
the overall outcome being 
failure. It increasedjllegal drink· 
ing and aggravated alcohol 
abuse. There are mixed feelings 
towards drinking alternatives for 
those left out in the cold, so to 
speak. A general feeling is that 
young people will find ways to 
obtain alcohol or turn to drugs 
such as marijuana or cocaine. 
Although many people are 
hurt by the raising of the drink· 
ing age, bars, nightclubs, and 
fraternities are among those that 
will suffer the most. According 
to Reggie Smith, President of 
Sigma Chi at Cornell University, 
"because of the great risk 
involved, Sigma Chi will no 
longer have open parties where 
just anyone can attend. Instead. 
we will have only small, private 
functions with other fraternities 
and sororities." Smith is not 
alone in his decision to discon-
tinue large, open parties; Delta 
upsilon has also banned large 
parties. "Although we will still 
have private functions. we will 
nave two separate drink bars for 
alcoholic and non-alcoholic 
beverages," claims Dan Divine. 
President of Delta Upsilon. When 
asked how he would enforce 
the new law, Divine said "we 
may have a police officer at the 
door; that way no one will try to 
get in and drink illegally using a 
fake ID." -
Smith and Divine both 
see Drinking page 2 
·Final issue 
This is the final issue of the semester. 
THE ITHACAN will resume publication on 
January 30, 1986. Good luck finals week 
and have a safe and happy holiday. 
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Res Life stunts student freedom 
By Kris Wend 
The office of Residential Life 
has annmmced that they can not 
grant written approval to any 
residents who apply to move off 
campus for the Sprtng semester. 
According to Residential Life, 
every Ithaca COilege student has 
signed a Residence Hall contract 
and has been issued a Residen-
tial Life Handbook, both of 
which dearly state that students 
are not allowed to move off 
campus without the written 
approval of the-Residential Life 
office. 
"We guarantee every student 
housing for as long as they want 
it. In return, they are required to 
live on campus unless they get · 
our pennission to move off." 
said Rick couture, AsSlstant 
Director for Residential Life. 
Residential Life cannot give 
permission for residents to 
move off campus because this 
semester there Is an unusually 
laige number of students leaving 
the campus due to mid-year 
graduation, leave of absence, 
and the London program, and 
this is leaving too many vacant 
rooms. In order to keep even 
more rooms from being 
vacated, students can not be 
allowed to move downtown. 
Residential Life has worked 
closely with the Financial Aid, 
Bursar's, Rewstrar's, and 
Admissions offices to come up 
with the figures which support 
their decision. Tuey matched 
the number of transfers and 
incoming Freshman with the 
number of people leaving and 
realized that they would be able 
to house everyone comfortably 
without allowing people to 
move off campus. 
said couture, "Last year we 
were able to let people move off 
campus. If we were to say yes 
to off campus applications this 
semester, we would be creating 
vacancies for next semester. We 
have more than enough people 
leaving due to our regular 
attrition to make space for the 
new people com~ in." 
Residential Ufe 1s· taking such 
drastic meastrres to save money 
for themselves, but ultbnately to 
save money for the residents. 
"In essence, we are trying to 
keep the cost of housing down 
for the students. The more 
vacancies we have the more 
money the residents will have to 
pay to make up for the empty 
rooms." said couture. He went 
on to say that "It takes a certain 
amount of money to maintain a 
building and that money must 
be collected one way or another. 
If an apartment complex sits 
empty and nobody fills it, the 
way that the landlord makes up, 
the cost is by raising the rent for 
eve_ryone else the following 
year." 
Students should, however, 
rest assured that this is not a 
permanent decision. Each 
semester Residential Life 
re-evaluates the housing situa-
tlon to detemtine whether or not 
it will be necessary to keep 
people in the dollll.S. Residential 
Life will start reviewing the 
projections for Fall '86 in 
January. 
Drinking 
from page 1 . 
Referendums for divestment 
expressed their disappointment 
that students will not be able to 
tum to fraternities in this tbne of 
,, social crisis.,, 
"Fraternities are an excellent 
This artide Is a combined effort 
of the I ollowing students: Todd 
Skgel, Dave Newsome, 
~Grekhen. Tom Pmon 
and Mkhael Murphy. 
In response to Ithaca 
COiiege's S4 million South 
African investments, both the 
students and faculty have 
initiated referendums calling for, 
divestmen! Nationwide campus 
dissent against investment is 
having the greatest effect on U.S. 
involvement in another country 
since the Vietnam War. 
A faculty petition calling for a 
referendum was initiated in 
November by Professors Jake 
Ryan (Politics), Garry Thomas 
(Anthropology), and Ju~ith 
VanAllen (Politics). "The level of 
interest is far beyond our 
expectations,"says Ryan in 
response to over 180 signatures 
received in favor of divestment. 
This petition sparked the faculty 
council to conduct an official, 
referendum and infonnational · 
meeting to be held in February. 
The results of this referendum 
Student attacked at I.C. 
from page l 
"After· being shoved by the 
officer, Jim stood his ground," 
clalmsBachman. "It was at this 
time that I began taking pictures; 
the offlrers were still !lathered 
"" l, : F 
'~"c"t' ", r~ 1 As .. ~-
around Jbn but had thrown hbn 
to the ground." Bachman 
continued on ·10 say, "when Jim 
got up, one officer hit him in the 
mouth." 
It Is ~ that ~~--i 
,leDOb-
Tomplcw County wrflf and an Ithaca Cdmge Security oJfl«r surround 
Ithaca College studmt Jim Zimmerman, Satiuday tiftemoon. 
·was bleeding from the mouth 
and struggling to free himself 
from the officer's grasp which 
was physically hurting him. 
Bachman clabns "it took 4-5 
officers to get Jim to the car and 
one officer was even dragging 
himbyihehair."Bachman, who 
was still photographing the 
event, "was threatened to be 
arrested for taking pictures, or as 
the officer said 'obstructing 
justice'." I think the officer that 
threatened me was the same 
one that hit Jim," claims 
Baqiman. 
According to Deputy Norman, 
Desk Officer at the Sherifrs 
Department, daims "We did not 
make the arrest. Zimmerman 
was transported by our officers 
from Flot to Safety and Security. 
It was there that he was charged 
with disorderly conduct, 
resisting arrest and citing to riof 
LOu Withium, Director of 
Safety and Security, declined to 
comment at this tbne. 
environment - a more structured 
will be submitted to the Board of environment - for people to learn 
Trustees in time for their May to drink responsibly. Taking that 
meeting. Ryan is "optimistic that aspect away_ also takes away 
the faculty will see divestment our ability to function within our 
as an appropriate direction for PUIJ>OSe, which Is to provide a 
college investment policy." living environment for people to 
Ithaca college students have grow," says Smith. 
also shown concern for Although I.C. students under 
investment. on December 3, the age of 21 will not be able to 
sophomore DaVid Jamieson and party at their favorite fraternities, 
junior Ronald Boose submitted there are some non-drinking 
a proposal for Student Congress alternatives available. On 
to conduct its own referendum. November II, Frank R. Lamas, 
The results will also be Chairperson of the Cormruttee 
submitted to the Board of ·Exrunlning the NewYorkState 
Trustees for consideration. Alcoliot"Beverage Control Law, 
These referendums for issued a memorandum with 
divestment directly question the recommendations for 
morality of continued improvement. 
investment in companies doing "We strongly recommend 
business in south Africa. Ithaca that, since the majority of 
college currently owns stock in students on the Ithaca College 
twenty such companies, campus iJTC under 21 years of 
including some of the largest age, .. as of.December 1, 1985, 
and most Influential corporations . we provide a minbnum of 
in the U.S. Ryan and other three nights per week where 
faculty members suggest that those students may enter the 
the divestment of stock from Egbert Union Pub facility. We 
these companies could be the also recommend that a strong 
first step towards promoting emphasis be placed on 
change in a government which programming in this facility. 
they feel overtly exhibits racist Lastly, we recommend that a 
policies and complete disregard purchase limit of two six-packs 
for human rights. per person be set for those 
The continuation of students 21 years of age or older 
investment bnplies the support who wish to purchase alcohol 
of apartheid, according to Ryan. from the pub," suggests Lamas. 
Gail Hovey, research director for The purpose of last Tuesday's 
the American Committee on Stuclent_ Government meetinR 
Africa, states, "Opponents of was to propose changes to 
investment contend that u.s. those recommendations made 
involvement provides capital by Lamas. The Student Govern-
and technology needed by the ment made the motion to raise 
white majority to maintain its the buying limit of two six-packs 
see Apartheid page 5 _see Social page 5 
···························································:rr-:,-;::;;;s::=:;:;11"-.:=d====="'==-=:.tt:==:;M;;==~=::::::::N;::;==l"-===='l;;;-
Drive Responsiqlyl • • • • • • 
• 
• 
• I Remember, i 
• • 
' ' jyou're not the only one; 
• • • • 
• • I stepping out i 
• • 
• • i for the weeKend. I 
• • ; A Public Service Announcement from THE ITHACAN ; 
• • 
IC Sta_gg Bowl Party 
Saturr)ay, Dec. 14 
11am at the North Forty 
1636 E. Shore Dr. 
Rt. 34N, Ithaca 
2.73-2540 
' No admis~(on _charge 
Special drink prices 
• • 
.IM••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••& ... ====w==W•m=!!V:!:-==:~W:-illllllF===:==--p:a-::a.===::ac:==~~=~. 
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Ithaca rank8d 3rd in academics 
By Stephanie Gretchen 
A national weekly magazine, 
US News & World Report's 1985 
survey of American Colleges 
ranked Ithaca College third 
among schools of it's caliber. 
The article listed 11haca·s music 
and physical-therapy schools 
as "strong" as well as 
mentioning the foreign study 
centers in Seville and London. 
Villanova (Pa) and RIT (NY) 
ranked first and second 
respectively. 
X nationwide sur·vey of 
college presidents by us News 
& World Report said that the 
schools with the highest 
reputations were the 
undergraduate programs that 
insisted "their students be 
educated broadly," those that 
give "special attention to 
strong, broad based studies." 
The magazine also said that 
recently many colleges have 
been "criticized for letting 
students 
major in job-related disciplines 
without requiring meaningful 
exposure to the arts and 
sciences.·· 
US News & World Report 
explained that the poll was 
conducted among presidents 
· of 1,318 four-year colleges and 
universities. Nearly 60% of the 
presidents (788) responded 
overall. 
Each president was given a 
list of schools similar to his or 
her own in size and academic 
offerings. They were then 
asked to choose the top five. 
"In making their selections," 
the article stated, "presidents 
were asked to consider factors 
such as strength of curriculum, 
quality of teaching, relationship 
between faculty and students. 
and the atmoshpere for learn-
ing." They responded to nine 
central catagories as defined 
by the camegie Foundalion for 
Drinking policies amended 
with aloohol." This gives "legal" purpose) are responsible for 
students a large amount of being aware of and for ensuring 
On December I, New York responsibility, and if they the enforcement of the Ithaca 
State changed the legal drinking distribute alcoholic beverage to C.Ollege Student campus Event 
age to 21 years of age, and underage persons, it places Policy and New York State 
therefore, Ithaca C.Ollege was them in a position of liability. Laws. Violations ... will be dealt 
By Ellssa Vendig 
required to adapt its alcohol Under the legal liability laws in with through the campus Judiciai 
policies on campus. The Tompkins county, any person System and/or the New York 
"Addendum to the 1985-86 who "provides, condones or State Laws." 
Ithaca COiiege Student allows alcohol to be served to consumption, or any open 
Handbook" spelled out the any non-family member under container, of alcohol is 
N.Y.S. laws, as well as the new age 21 can be fined SSOO, placed prohibited in the Academic 
I.C. policies and regulations in jail for 90 days, and charged Quad - Area, ·-as weif as at 
pertaining to alcohol use. with endangering the welfare of intercoUeglate, intramural, and/or 
The new law does not make a minor." club athletic events. At 
it .illegal for persons under 21 Also, any person that presents registered events on campus, 
years of age to possess or a false or tampered identification inappropriate behavior could 
consume alcohol. However, card can be fined Sl,000 and/or cause the cancellation of the 
· technically it is a violation of sentenced to jail for up to one event. The use or misuse of 
_N.Y.S. Law ~d/!J.~ ~-~· ?.:JliCi~ year. alcohol will not excuse any 
because "students who are The I.C. addendum student from their respon-
under 21 years of age shold not emphasizes that "The sibilities for "disruptive, 
aatuire or purchase alcohol, nor individual(s) and/or the excessively noisy or indecent. 
should students who are 21 organization sponsoring an conduct." 
years or older be distibuting or event (any public area on Students must_ also comply 
providing underage students campus used for a specific with the regulations in residence ,,~,.:~ .............. ""' ....................................................... -.: 
-
·-,. 
hall rooms and on-campus 
apartment areas (Garden Apart· 
ments and Hudson Heights). 
Registered group gatherings in 
residence hall rooms are 
permitted to have one beer ball 
as long as the following 
requirements are mer. There 
must be exactly 10 persons, no 
more and no less, 21 years of age 
or older, present in rooms for rhe 
use of a beer ball. A "Use of 
Residence Hall Rooms/Apart-
ment Form" must be completed 
·and approved by a residence 
coordinator. _And a guest lis_t 
must also be filled out including 
the names, student ID number, 
address and birthdate of all 
attendees. No kegs are permit· 
ted in residence hall areas. 
People in the on-campus 
apartments must also comply 
with the above rules with 
exception that kegs are not 
. see PoUcies page 5 
the Advancement of Teaching. 
The foundation uses objective 
data such as "range and types 
of degrees awarded 1u 
categorize schools." _said us 
News & World Report. 
Ithaca COiiege was listed third 
of 129 schools under "Compre·· 
hensive Institutions of the 
cast." Institutions in this 
category were described as 
"larger schools granting more 
than half their bachelor's 
degrees in occupations.·· 
According to the article, these 
schools stress the important 
relationship between liberal 
arts and professional 
programs. 
The president of Ithaca 
College, James J. Whalen. said 
he was "not suprised" about 
the school's rating. He stated 
that Ithaca has always been an 
excellent institution, but it W.<1$ 
"nice to hear it from other 
presidents who know 
everything that goes on in a 
school." Whalen said, "I'm 
very proud and pleased with 
the facility and students. 
because they are the ones who 
make us what we are. Next 
year we'll be number one." 
Worcester Polytechnic 
Institute (Mass) \Vas ranked 
fourth in the list of ten eastern 
institutions. Tied for fifth were 
Stonehill (Mass). and SUNY Col· 
lege at Buffalo. The remaining 
four schools , Simmons (Mass). 
SUNY College at Geneseo, 
Towson State (Md), and u. of 
Scranton (Pa), were all ranked 
seventh . 
I "/ Putlgic·s I i Because of New Yon<s new 21-year-I ~~ Pl33a 
I -~ 212-1soo 
I "We Deliver the Good Times!" I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
WINGS! 
Pudgie's Style 
*hot 
*medium 
*blue cheese 
You ring, we bring 
delivery 
begins: 
M·F 5pm 
·Sat. 4pm 
Sun. 2pm 
I I 
i 
i I I I ! I I I I I I 
I 
....... , .... ,.-a ....... , .................................. ~ 
I 
:..l 
old drinking law, The North Forty 
annourx::es a New Admission Policy: 
BAR NONEI 
At midnight, December 1st, 1985, 
Governor Cuomo and the New York 
State Legislature took away the right 
of all people under 21 to buy a beer. 
BUT THEY CAN'T BAN 
HAVING A GOOD TIME! 
Effective with this new iaw, many 
Ithaca Taverns and clubs only admit 
patrons 21 and over. THE NORTH 
FORTY welcomes everyone 18 and 
older. You can still come to the Forty 
to party and have fun. Maybe not 
everyone in your crowd'can buy a 
drink, but you all can still dance and 
party at the Forty. Ring 273-2540 for 
more details. 
.. ~~.!!~~~y 
. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Aids 
info 
The new HTLV-111 Antibody 
testing program offers free and 
confidential infonnation, counseling, 
and referral for person at higtl risk for 
contracting Acquired Immune 
Deficiency Syndrome. If you arc 
interested in obtaining more 
'information regarding the testing and 
counseling program call the HTL\'-
111 Hotline at (315)428-4736, 8:30am 
,tq 4:30pm, Monday through Friday. 
Students 
needed 
A student adv150ry board is being 
formed for the Ithaca College 
Counseling Center. The Board will 
consist of five to six students and 
will provide input to the Director of 
the counseling Center about student 
needs. They will meet monthly and 
will start in Januarty, 1986. 
Application.'> can be picked up at the 
counseling Center on the ground 
floor of the Hammond Health 
Services Building. Applications arc 
due on Thursday. December 19th. 
Selections will be made very early 
next semester. Students from all 
majors and classes are encouraged 
to apply. call Lalitia Greene at 
277-L"i02 for more information. 
-Return 
Your 
Books 
Students arc reminded that books 
due on or before December 18th 
should be returned to the Library on 
time to avoid fines. 
Book return boxes are open when 
the Library is closed; they arc 
located on the paiking lot side of the 
Gannett Center. students may 
renew books 1not requested by 
aother patron) by bringing them to 
the Orculation Desk. Books checked 
out now will be due January 22nd. 
P.hoto 
Display 
Color Photographs will be on 
display at Cayuga Color Labs 
located on Route 13 1ncar Purity). 
The Photographs are taken by 
Danny Guthrie, Assoeiate Professor 
of Photography, Department of 
Cinema and Photography, School of 
Communications. Ithaca College. 
The title of the display is "Personal 
Intrusions". The display will be held 
on November 25 thru December 21; 
9:00 to 6:00 Monday through Friday. 
and 10:00 through 5:00 Saturday. 
For further information contact 
Jacqueline Livingston, Gallery 
Director at 277-1542 or 274-3643. 
Trivia· 
Games 
OAR's Tompkins County Trivia 
Game is now all ready and available 
in local stores. Tompkins County 
Trivia includes 600 questions on 
local people, places and events. All 
proceeds from the game benefit 
OAR. OAR volunteers provide 
support, counseling and referrals for 
prisoners in the Tompkins County 
Jail, and to ex-prisoners in the 
community. The OAR bail fund 
helps poor defendants live at home 
prior to trial. 
Tompkins County Trivia cards are 
· compatible with the nationally 
marketed Trivial PursUit Game. Or 
they can be played alone without a 
board. There are questions on 
Tompkins County history, 
geography, business, services, arts. 
and leisure. Some of our favorite, 
questions: What street is the 
Newfield Covered Bridge on?, What 
was Ithaca's first hardware store?, 
Who was Tompkins County named 
for? Buy a deck of Tompkins County 
Trivia cards and learn the answers. 
Tompkins county Trivia Games 
are available at local stores, 
including cat·s Pajamas, covered 
Bridge Market (Newfield), ·shades of 
Americana (Trumansburg), Lagos 
bookstore, Groton 5 & 10, Triangle 
books, Cornell Campus Store, 
Borealis Books. Grecnstar. 
Jamesway, Second Hand Prose, 
Collegetown Bagels, the Grapevine 
office, and others. Or mail S9 plus SI 
postage to OAR, 403 North Plain 
Street, ltl}aca, New York 14850. 
Library 
Hours 
Mon-Th, Dec 9-12 
8:30am - 1:ooam 
Fri, Dec 13 
8:30am - midnight 
Sar, Dec 14 
9:ooam - midnight 
Sun, Dec 15 
u:ooam - 1:ooam 
Mon-Th, Dec 1&19 
s:ooam - 1:ooam 
LIBRARY BEGINS CLOSING AT A 
QUARTER TO THE HOUR 
Al JDIO CENTER HOURS 
Mon, Dec 9-12 
8:30am • midnight 
Fri, Dec 13 
8:30am - U:45 
Sat, Dec 14 
9:ooam -11:45 
Sun, Dec 15 
11:ooam - midnight 
Mon-Th, Dec 16-19 
8:30 - midnight 
Fri, Dec20 
8:30am - 4:45pm 
REFERENCE SERVICE HOURS 
Mon-Th. Dec 9-12 
8:30am - 10:00pm 
Fri, Dec 13 
8:30am - 5:00pm 
Sat, Dec 14 
1:00pm - 5:00pm 
sun, Dec 15 
12:00pm - 10:00pm 
Mon-Th, Dec 16-19 
s:ooam - 10:00pm 
Fri, Dec 20 
s:ooam - 5:00pm 
The 
Nutcracker 
The Ithaca Ballet performs The 
Nutcracker at the Alice Statler 
Auditorium of C:Omell University, 
Ithaca, New York, Saturday, 
December 14, at 2pm; Saturday, 
December 14, at 8:15pm; and 
Sunday, December 15, at 2pm. 
Tickets: 56 for reserved seating; 55 
general admission; 54 senior citizens 
and students presenting IDs. 
Reservations: call 272-0168. 
Reserved seating tickets may be 
purchased at Williams Shoes on.the 
Commons, Ithaca. General 
· admission tickets may be purdlased 
at Wdliams Shoes; Discount Records 
in Collegetown; and the Convenient 
Food Mart at the Village Green in 
cayuga Heights. 
A Happy 
Holiday 
Season 
From 
The 
Ithacan 
Staff! 
Music Theatre/Films Lectures/Seminars Meetings Sports Etcellera 
Vecl!111Ue.._ 1'Z D~c.CJuiJl'"t li-1.J 
Wind Ensenblc, Jazz Hot L Balt.urorc,, ArcM 
Workshop, Ford Auditoritun, Theatre,, 8:00 p.:,1. 
8:15 P-m. 
~ w * 
• 
• 
HAVE A SAFE & HAPPY HOLIDAY!!! 
~ 
w 
Vecc,nbc. ~ 12 
Alcoholics Anony.rous 
Meeting, Phillips Roan, 
Ch~pel, 7:00 p.m. 
Pre-Law Society Meetlilg, 
Glll, 7:00 - 9:00 p.m. 
Vc.cembc.'L 15 
Friends of Israel »aeting, 
Oiapel, 4:30 p.m. 
~ ~ 
• 
Veeembvr. 12 VecembeJL 12 
IC fun's Varsity 11 B" Baske C Wri~ Program 
11 vs. Hobart College, presents HA! : An 
6:00 p.m_ (A) Evening of Hurroi; by 
selected writing 
IC Varsity M=n's Basketbal students, Main 
s. Hobart College, 8:00 l, 8:00 p.m. 
.m. (Ar 
Vecembvr. l.t 
IC Wcrren's Gymnastics at 
Springfield Invitational., 
(A) 
IC Wcrren's Basketl:lall -
Ithaca Inllitational, TBA 
(H) 
f1e.cembeJL IS 
Cwaten'sBasket:ball-
thaca Invitatialal, 'lWl 
(H) 
J 
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Students against apartheid 
Jrompage2 
absolute dominance over the 
black majority." 
"But that Is not always the 
case," says earl Sgrecci, 
Vice-President and Treasurer at 
Ithaca COiiege, in a recent 
interview. "It would be wrong," 
he contends, "to generalize 
about the attitudes of companies 
in which the college holds stock. 
Many companies, such as IBM, 
Eastman Kodak, and Ford 
adhere to the Sullivan Principles' 
and have very progressive 
policies which are socially 
responsible and aimed at 
offering better education, health 
and lifestyles for their black' 
workers." 
The Sullivan Principles. 
drafted in 1976, call for 
non-segregation in the work 
place and fair employment 
practices. Desmond Tutu, south 
African Bishop and recent 
winner of the Nobel Peace Prize, 
insists that the Sullivan 
Principles are simply "shining 
the chains instead of breaking 
them." He and other critics of 
apartheid contend that the 
principles make no demand for 
changes in the structure of 
apartheid. 
sgrecci, unconvinced that 
divestment is the answer to 
dealing with apartheid, says, "to 
divest in those corporations 
would be to walk away without 
ever truly addressing the 
problems." When asked 
whether or not he thought 
divestment was at least a 
beginning towards the 
improvement of south African 
policies, he added, "It is my feel-
ing that in many ra<;e<. it would 
only hW1 thOS<·blackswho are 
employed." 
However, black south African 
journalist Dumisani Kumasalo, 
who spoke at Ithaca College 
several weeks ago, claimed that 
the largest trade union in south 
Africa approves of divestment 
even if its members would lose 
their jobs. 
certainly. divestment has 
been considered on other 
campuses. "Since 1977, 63 
schools have taken some 
divestment action, affecting 
S346 million in stock held in U.S. 
corporations and banks involved 
in south Africa," according to 
the American Committee on 
Africa. "Most people would 
agree that apartheid is an evil 
system." says Ryan. "The more 
complex question is what do 
colleges and universities do in 
the face of it." 
Drinking policies changed 
frompage3 -
h.b. b The I.C. Pub has altered its pro I tied. For a '/4 keg, there everages . p~rmitted and policies. Persons of the le al 
must.be20 people present for a non-alcohohc dnnks required at drinking age are limited gto 
duration of 4 hours. For a 'h keg, events. purchasing two six-racks per 
40 people for the same am~unt If you have any questions person. Three nights a week 
?f lime. Please see AppendlX A regarding the new drinking age they will be holding non-
m the addendum for the exa~t law, please see your resideni alcoholic programming open ro 
amounts of other alcohohc advisor or coordinator. all stu<lents. 
Senior Class Notes ... 
By David Serure 
WeU, Michael. Marcy and Ernie 
have had their tum writing this 
column. now it's my turn. First. 
just a few comments on last 
Friday's Holiday semi-Formal at 
the Holiday Inn. I hope everyone 
in attendance had a good time. 
From the comments we have 
received, it seems that all who 
went did indeed enjoy 
themselves. 
This party was a first for all of 
us. Yet, because of the new 
drinking law, we were faced 
with either splitting up the 21 and 
under 21 year olds or not inviting 
under 21 year olds at all. we now 
realize that further accomoda-
tions must be made for both the 
seniois who are 21 and friends of 
ours who are under the age of 21. 
I feel overall this Holiday semi-
Fonnal was great and the next 
one in the Spring will be even 
better!! 
Second. we would like to 
congratulate the football team on 
their victory over Gettysburg last 
weekend and wish them the 
best of luck at the Stagg Bowl in 
Alabama. 
Third, next semester we 
would like to open our weekly 
meetings to everyone in the 
Senior Class who wish to attend 
and express their interests and 
ideas to us. Some ideas we 
have on the drawing board as of 
now are: a Sunday morning 
Champagne Brunch in the 
Tower Club for Seniors. 
Valentine's Day, 100 Days Party. 
and a senior trip during Spring 
Break. 
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Social 
change 
frompagel 
from the Pub to one case. This 
motion was denied and kepr al 
two six-packs because it was felt 
that there are many other conve-
nient places ro buy beer. and the 
amount of alcohol should be 
kepr low on campus. 
For those students who are of 
the age of 21 and living on-
campus. the right to have a party 
in their residential hall has been 
limited also. In order to register 
a gathering, the person holding 
the gathering must submit a 
guest list of at least 10 people 
who are 21 years of age. There 
must be, at all times, a minimum 
of 10 students present. This 
makes it illegal for a student to 
have a tew friends over for a 
drink in their room in a residen-
tial hall. 
How do I.C. students, under 
tha age of 21. feel about their 
rights to have an alcoholic 
beverage being taken away? 
Debbie Gigliotti. 20. feels "like a 
child who can't be trusted 
anymore." Andrea Sacco. 20. 
thinks "there will be an increase 
in drug use because drugs have 
become easier to obtain than 
alcohol." 
For tho<;e students who don't 
place any emphasis on alcohol 
as the only "real" way to 
socialize it's going to be a real 
challenge for 19 and 20 year-olds 
to come up with alternatives to 
drinking,bur it can be done with 
a little creativity. 
PETE'S GROCERY STORE 
EXPLOBE Jin You: STATE 
WITH A KmE AND Fou:. 
Regional N.Y. State Cooking 
and Premium N.Y. State Wines 
TU()l3ACt<~s 
,½uf;;_ S0t dnPPiran ( 6k.f<' 
919 Elmira Road· Ithaca. N.Y. • 272-6484 
'--..tt 
SENIORS: Reservations for Graduation Weekend 
·-: must be made by mail. Send requests to 
· Reservations Manager, TURBACK'S OF ITHACA 
919 Elmira Road, Ithaca, N.Y. 14850. 
ITHACA'S 
. OLDEST & LARGEST 
KEG SOURCE 
COMPLETE LINE OF DISCOUNT ITEMS 
BEER* SODA* CUPS* ICE 
LARGE QUANTITIES IN STOCK 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 8:3oam-l I :OOprn 
273-7470 
714 'BUFFALO ST. ITHACA. N. Y. 
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OPINIONS/LETTERS 
Rights in question 
To the Editor: 
Saturday afternoon's 
exhibition of gross misconduct 
by our "peace keeping" forces 
cannot go un-noticed. In the 
midst of the celpi--.--·'on and 
hoopla thi. ,uuJWed the 
Bombers impressive win over 
Gettysburg, our so-called "peace 
keeping" force saw it fit to 
execute an attack on our student 
body. Their whimsical attempt 
at crowd control backfired, 
,leaving a student bloodied and 
questionably arrested, as well as 
leaving the arresting officer's 
integrity in the gutter. 
While students cried police 
brutality, officers proceeded 
with their antagonistic assault 
that has left many incensed. 
How brave these officers were, 
guns at their sides, fists 
clenched, as they efficiently 
apprehended and brut~ one 
random suspect. It took seven of 
them or so, but they managed to 
subdue the suspect. Brave 
officers indeed. Presumably, 
taunting and provoking their 
suspect was totally necessary 
as well. Great job cayuga 
Keystones. 
The crowd control tactics of 
these officers must be seriously 
doubted. Are Ithaca COiiege 
students so notoriously vicious 
and subordinate that we cannot 
· be rationalized with? Or was it 
that we needed to be "taught a 
lesson"? God help us these 
officers ever were required to 
respond to a real problem. 
Provoking individuals into a 
hostile situation shows a 
complete lack of responsibility, 
ethics and professionalism. 
Perhaps these officers were just 
venting their frustrations after 
they were humiliated by 
snowballers as they huddled 
around the goal post at the end 
of the game. 
There is no plausible excuse 
for the brutalization of an Ithaca 
C,01lege student. The incident 
was an uncalled for crime. 
FortunatelY, a sufficient number 
of witnesses and photographers 
were on hand to document the 
fiasco. 
Let's hope that the administra-
tion sides with the real victim in 
this case and brings justice to 
the situation. A student's rights 
were wrongfully violated. If our 
college does not support the 
student's rights, then it will be 
the focus of the school's 
interests that need to be 
1 examined. 
Gregg A. Stacy 
Communications '86 
T J and E: Since Thanksgiving 
Here are some things we have 
seen since we left for 
Thanksgiving break. 
Now that Winter is here, it's 
either bag those ten-to-nine 
showers or run the risk of hair 
freeze up. BAMA BOUND!!llll 
somehow we don't think the 
Mocktail will catch on. 
Looks like the fans at south 
Hill field finally realized they 
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were watching football all these 
years, not the U.S. Open Tennis 
Championships. 
The Liberty McDonalds, 
official Ithaca COllege Pit-stop. 
Students not allowed to move 
off campus???? We could have 
sworn we woke up in America 
this moming!ll 
How much do those Goalposts 
cost anyway??? 
"T J." and "E. 's" Christmas 
Gifts: 
To: The lfnion Construction 
Crew - No Show. 
To: The Dugout - a special 
pardon from Governor Cuomo, 
eliminating the new purchase 
age on Thursday nights. 
To: Coach Jim Butterfield -
Another Division Ill 
Championship! 
To: All Underage Drinkers - A 
pocket full of quarters to hit the 
arcades, and a tank full of gas to 
cruise the High schools. 
For all of you hold-outs that 
missed the John cafferty concert 
Saturday, don't hold your breath 
wailing for Ithaca COilege to get 
a reunion concert of the 
Whol...You missed a good 
Concert! 
We're sure that many of us 
will be pulling our best imitation 
of Rip van Winkle during 
Christmas break. 
Another Student Nightmare: 
You sprint up to the I.C. 
bookstore the week before fmals 
only to find that the "Budah-or-
Bust" textbook required for 
Religion in India 101 was sent 
back to the publisher two weeks 
ago. 
Send comments and 
questions to "T.J." and "E" do 
The Ithacan, Egbert Union 
(please include name). 
"T.J." and "E" wish all the 
Ithaca college community the 
best breaks, a Happy X-mas 
season, a great New Year and 
may santa bring you all you 
asked for. 
wT.J. w Costello 
•ew Eln_relnhofer 
VIEWS ON 
BOOZE 
By Mike Kahl 
"Boo1,e and Yous" is planned 
as a regular monthly feature in 
The Ithacan and is prepared by 
the Alcohol Education 
Committee/BAACHUS. Each 
month, objective information 
about alcohol and you, the 
Ithaca College student, will be 
presented as a public service." 
As if you didn't need to know 
another reason why you 
shouldn't drink and drive, have 
you ever taken a look at the fme 
print attached to your 
automobile insurance policy? If 
you are injured while operating 
a motor vehicle while 
intoxicated or while your ability 
to drive is impaired, you are not 
entitled to benefits under New 
York's No-Fault automobile 
insurance law! 
Think about that for a 
moment. All the hospital bills, 
doctor bills, physical therapy, 
drugs, etc., are your responsibili-
ty if you've been in an accident 
while your ability to drive was 
impaired. The insurance 
companies wash their hands of 
you when you drive after 
drinking. Did you know that? 
In addition, if you are 
convicted of driving while 
impaired or intoxicated your 
insurance company can and will 
cancel or non-renew your 
insurance policy resulting in your 
having to purchase Assigned 
Risk insurance at a 75% 
surcharge. can you imagine 
almost doubling your current 
auto insurance rate? It's a 
sobering thought. 
Like me, you may think a lot 
of things at>out insurance 
companies, but one thing you 
don't think is that people who 
run them are stupid. They know 
that the annual economic cost of 
drinking and driving is 
somewhere around S6.5 billion 
dollars. They know that around 
25,000 people a year will die in 
alcohol related automobile 
accidents. They know that if you 
have a blood alcohol level as 
low as .04 (that's as few as 2 
beers in an hour for a 1801b. man) 
and then drive, your odds of 
getting in an acc;:ident are 4 times 
greater than if you were sober. 
If your blood alcohol level is .10 
(the legal DWI level) your odds 
of getting in an accident increase 
Btimes. 
Insurance companies don't 
want to take the risk of insuring 
drivers who drink. Why should 
you assume those risks? It's a 
fair bet that most people who 
drink, have driven with blood 
alcohol levels of .04 or higher. 
But most of them haven't gotten 
into an accident - at least not yet. 
There's a natural tendency then 
to think, "Well, nothing's 
hapP,ened before, probably 
nothing will happen this time." 
Of course you can only roll the 
dice so many times before you 
crap out - that's what probabili-
ty is all about, and gambling, and 
actuarial tables. and insurance 
rates. 
Why not just say "I won't do 
this anymore!" The odds are too 
great. and the costs too high: it 
isn't worth ill Don't wait for your 
number to come up to decide 
not to drink and drive. By then 
it could be too late. 
Student disappointed 
To the Edttor: 
A few weeks ago. for the first 
time in my four years here at 
Ithaca COiiege, to my surprise, I 
met a very rude teacher. Her 
name is Ms. Zillah Eisenstein. 
Anyway, to graduate Ithaca 
COiiege as a Politics major, I 
need three credits within the 
department and Ms. Esenstein's 
class is the one I need. So, I 
went to her office to introduce 
myself and learn a little about 
her class before I started. After 
my introduction to Ms. 
Eisenstein, she snapped at me 
asking why I left her class for the 
last minute. Tell me, do I have 
to justify my reasons to this 
woman for wanting10 take her 
class? Again, to my surprise, Ms. 
Eisenstein rud~ly told me that 
·The following editorials do 
not neces.sarily reflect the opl-
n~ of the Ithacan staff. All 
Letters t() the Editor must be 
r~lved by Sunday, 8:00 pm 
there is a good chance that I will 
not be able to take her class. 
Holding back a laugh, 1 said 
thank you for your time, and left. 
Now, Ms. Eisenstein, would you 
like to know why most Politics 
majors avoid your class until the 
last minute? I think it is quite 
obvious. All I can say is that it is 
your loss I'm not going to take 
your class (I am able to take 
another class with another 
professor). Ms. Eisenstein, I feel 
perhaps your question to me 
concerning the rea<;<>ning behind 
my leaving your clas.s as a last 
choice is apparent now after our 
most disappointing and 
disillusioning 
meeting a few weeks ago. 
Andrew P. Moore 
Polltlcs '86 
at the Ithacan office. Landon 
Hall ~ent. Please indUde 
name, and phone number 
where you can be reached. 
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~Th«! m_any opp~r(urjittes at I.C. 
lfo the EdHor: . never home? ls he canyiog on ·-; their full poiential. There are would just love for you to help I calendar and sacrifice a night of 
: What's on the tube tonight? ,somesortofsecretlife?Well,to over one hundred student 'contribute. IH.B.O.tohearaguestS{)<!akeror 
Nothing ... ? Well just put on lbe honest, tonight he's organizations on this campus - : Many people complain about · to play intramural floor'{_lockey. 
M.T.V. Go grab the bong. I love answering requests on the WICB all run by students. Yet the ithe SI0,000 we pay each year to · One can only learn so m~ch_.QY 
,watching Sting videos While I'm listener line. \Yhen he's done proportion of active membeis to i attend this school. I'm not happy rattending - classes. --The 
_high. - with that, he's taking a girlfriend · the entire campus is extremely I with it myself. but does i beginnings to the real world are 
: What a stimulati':18 way to , to a concert at Ford Hall, and , low. Every night there is a wide , everyone realize the : waiting with anticipation, and 
I spend a Tuesday night! Watch I tomorrow he has a Student variety of thlng.s to do outside exceptionally high percent of our i they are waiting· right here on 
.T.V., spend some of your congress meeting. Yeah, he's the dorm room or opium den. tuition that goes into extracur- ,campus.Doyourealizejll51how 
/ parents hard earned cash on busy, but he's not having a blast Not everyone wants to attend a ricular actMties? Why waste four much money Student Govern-
: ctrug.s and beer, and complain. , watching Menudo videos and basketball game or Operr' Mike of the most memorable years of ment has to allocate to our 
; complain about all the WOIK you smoking weed. Night, but many enjoyable and your life sitting in your room organizations? Do you realize we 
have to do, how beat the Cbllege ObViotLSly, there is a problem educational activities are just watching television? Pick up an have a Winter Carnival coming 
is, how th.ere's nothing to do, with apathy at Ithaca COiiege. Of waiting for students. There are Ithacan and see what's being up in February, and our Student 
· especially now that no one you course, your average I.C. many students, some you may 'offered thlS week. Read a · Activities Board needs 
know who's 21 has an· I.D. which · student is not nearly as apathetic · even know, who put a lot of message board to diScover · everyone's help in making this 
, resembles you in any way as this example. But the dedication and talent into their which organizations are in ·carnival the best one ever? Did 
:whatsoever. Yet, what about resourceswhichthiscoUegehas offerings to the Ithaca COilege desperateneedofyourtalents. -yourealizethatWEoncehadan 
: t_hat g_U}'.: -~~WI_!Jh~ h_al_l .who's to offer are not nearly used to community. And these people · Grab a campus activities anti-apartheid demonstration this 
·'JZ7. ,1J semester? Do you realize we ~ 071u neWJ: have an · Ithaca COilege -
:No· arm~ sc1le to Jordan _yet . ;n~~f.2$ 
:·To die EdHor: lsrael, they would move the war-making ability, while also ! Jordan without a Presidential from Ithaca ~llege attend 
' Once again the Reagan prospective peace goals back in forcing Israel to increase its · certification that King Hussein is Cornell's "Fun m the SlUl" than 
\ Aclmln5tratlon Is contemplating time. More specifically, it would defense to simply maintain an p\Jblicly committed to enter into our N.~.A.A. f<>?tball playoffs 
1 sales of adwnced American remove the incentive for King :equilibriwn in defense. direct negotiations With Lsrael ; and Wmter carruyai combmed. 
lweaponsto.Jorclan. ltisbelieved Hussein to enter into peace These advanced weapons under the terms of U.N. 'Let's get 5?methmg out _of this that King Hus.sein may be negotiations, while focusing all would not protect Jordan against resolutions 242 and 338. This is college ?C5ides dead bran:i cells 
, offered advance combat aircraft, attention on instruments of war the most likely security threats.. .a sound principle which should and a diploma. 
mobile HA WK surface to air rather than on efforts to bring Such weapons can do nothing to· •guide U.S. policy. 
missiles, Stinger hand held . peace to the area. stop terrorism. In the 1970's, the 
antiaircraft missiles, and . The threat of an Arab United States waited until after 
I Sidewinder air to air mis.sites. offensive along Israel's long and Egypt entered direct peace 
EIieen FIiier 
President IC • H!!~I 
Evan CuUer 
_ ~n_g_l~_!1JS~~ ~m. '88 
I Toe sale of Jhese weapons is vulnerable border with Jordan negotiations with Israel before being considered even though would be increased if these supplying aJTnS to the Fgyptians. 
I Jordan has repeatedly refused to weapons were provided to This is a ~le principle that also 
renter into direct negotiations Jordan prior to peaceful must be applied to Jordan. 
with Jsrael, and h~ maintained negotiation talks with Israel. Providing arms now would 
a hostile attitude towards the · Israel's ability to protect and · reward Jordanian intransigence, 
Je~h state. Jordan h~ gone to defend itself within her own and discourage other Arab 
, war with Israel on three territory would also be reduced. states from participating in the 
Philosophy of T J 
-and E is praised 
, occasions. If these anns are sales of advanced American peace process in the long run. : - To the Editor: 
. provided to Jordan before that weapons to ~ordan would m~t The congress has mandated . very interesting. Just read 
lf.ountry makes peace With __ --.®YW-~!!lc~ _Jgr~<l!l s that no ll:?:.._!!!ffiS be sold to "T J. and E." and laughed at ~ · ----------- .------ -~ -_~: -. · ' · .-- -"":·-·1good folks that don't take 
The INQUIRING PHOTOGRAPHER 
- - . 
· - · - themselves too seriously-in fact 
'don't take anything too 
seriOusly. Keep It upt 
Then I rea<t a letter from 
somebody at the campus radio 
station who takes herself wry 
, seriously. Lighten upt 
Jim Quinn 
Accounting '86 
i 
i 
By Sean Rooney 
Question: If you were driving at the 
----· speed of light and you 
• turned your lights on, what 
do you think would 
'happen? 
·: Writer responds 
:to critic's charge 
Chris Maxwell 
Busln888 '88 
Srlan DIRussa 
Biology '88 
,To the Editor: 
:. A couple of comments in i reference to Craig C. Bailey's 
criticisms (from the Nov. 2151 
issue) of my article entitled "Dr. 
Ruth's Simple Wit." 
To begin with, I will conceed 
, the one (and only) good point 
: that Mr. Bailey made. Dr. Ruth 
'.· indeed did not say that she was 
be a politician, and she may say 
that she speaks only for herself, 
but the fact is that many people 
trust the infromalion she offers. 
Her position~ requires 
her to have correct information 
and to give correct advice, 
especially for situations as 
serious as rape. If her facts are 
wrong, then the ·advice she is 
j')assing on to a trusting public is 
also wrong. I would like to ask, 
who is Mr. Bailey to say that we, 
as a society, should not question 
and challenge those who 
educate us? 
~ 
' \ If yo~·~ dlivblg at-the speed of 
I 
light and you tum your lights on, 
it's just going to be a normal 
reaction as If your were driving 
1_at_ 60 m_ph. ., _ 
· firmly against abortion, and I 
, was mistaken in saying so. She 
. did state that she was firmly J against making abortion ill~gal. I 
j,sincerely offer my appreciation 
,;: to Mr. Bailey for his constructive l criticism on this point. 
· i However, I have some pro-
'blems with the remainder of my 
i · critic's comments. First of all, I Bailey asks, "Who is Payne to 
I say that Dr. Ruth possesses 'ig-
1- norance about the subject of 
; rape'?" He goes on to stiy that 
: "Dr. Ruth openly admitted ... that 
1 she is not a politician and speaks 
, only for herself" and that she ! '.answered the rape question "to 
' ithe best of her profesional and 1 !personal opinion.'.' Dr. Ruth is a 
In addition, Mr. Bailey said that 
1 was "arrogant" and "impru-
dent" beµ1use I stated that Dr. 
Ruth needs to expand her 
knowledge concerning rape. 
The fact that Dr. Ruth is an 
"expert" does not mean she is 
above all criticism, and it 
certainly does not make her 
opinion infallible. 
------- ···- -- - . 
i Mitch Weissberg 
Business '88 
• 
1 Since my Nova Just had a tune 
·, up ... nothlng_would happen. 
Marta Constantlnov 
Psychology '87 ; 
I don't know .. .lt's a bizarre 
questiOn. I don't think you'll see 
anything. 
:respected and well known 
i person. and her opinion seems 
. ·to be misgu\ded. Instead of 
. :saying that the woman had 
. :definitely not been raped, Dr. 
I J Ruth should have sai~ that she 
! , needed more informat10n about 
: I the incident; the question of rape 
: 1 should not have been dis-
..... .,_._._.11111! __ 11!111 ____________ ._IJl!llllll!ll••-l!III' ,_., j \counted so easily. She may ~ot 
'1.~ 
1 am sure that somewhere in 
. your life, Mr. Bailey, you did 
· learn that most reporting is 
supposed to be objective. 
j However, fl)Y review of Dr. Ruth 
was subjective, and so was 
your review of my article. But, 
then again, reviews are a 
: subjective form of reporting, so 
J it wouldn't make much sense to 
. write them objectively, would It, 
· Mr. Balley? 
Christopher Payne 
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~ Lcggo. To 1he llhacan Siaff: 1..au, Ricllculous, @ 
*"" Jusl lhlnk on<' whole monlh wnhou1 any Good luck ncxl semester. but more The best has yel to come. Now that Thursday LS h<,'fe. arc you a 
157 exc,1em·n1. lllooHooHool. But we'll get imponantly-havc fun! Lave. psyched for 10-1-44? Hi Cucumber1 "f!!f 
_.,... over it! Karen DcKay Leggo a 
19' LO\'(' "f!!f 
~ RldirnloU!, MU!,hY· oog x-mas carol record was cu1e ... 1ha1 Joan- @ 
llrcakfcJSt in bed wouldn'I Ix~ the same ham,1erfurwouldsurernakeagrea1car u·s 1·us1 you and me babe. a 
.., Chn.~.s1·. \\illmut you. Thanks for a gw,at time muff... "f!!f 157 So wc:rc· shgh1ly neurone" What \\ill I do 11.Y Love Mima!s • really I..OVC ya i) wilhou1 you'? Sernor yc,"I! will be ~irk! snugg,c _____________ Micki @ 
~ I lovt' yo
1
ul!. _____________ To Brother Mike, a 
~: Hdlrl\'· Might you • Aid Me" jus1 as soon or just ~lulationsl We're going 10 miss 1.00 "f!!f r. ------------- CongrdtuldliOn.~ and ht~t of luck to you a~ noll @ 
,s, Mo. out in that hi" lx1cl world!!! I'll rrnss "OU -8 (Dec de det'l so much!! You belier come visil us next 
·'· I " ' semester. a ~ You·rt' lhe t'O(J\<·~t! 11·1'~ u<l muu11 again lol~ _____________ Lave 'd 
- soon L·SI(' \\I-SIC Fran, ~ IJ1vt'. ------------ The sprained ankle hdSg<>I to go. Maybe All your friends al IC @ 
;;;;,., ME Micki ancl Joan. you'll mcel me soon. Till lhen. gel well 4lfr a 
t;, Wildt \\ill J do "i1hou1 you rK~XI scme1.1e(! and get back to that basketball. t..oM d1Slancc L~ the next bes1 1hing to be- 'd ;;;., Donna & Jenm·. 1 Guess Again• • .,, a ,s, I love· you guys Innclon \\lll m·vrr I~· th,· London - spring break. Be there. I O\'t' _____________ ing there. 'd 
~ ~mw you both. I..ove ya, a -K.I' ~Ir. Klein- The Rosebud Beach Mold Man=-"ement "I!!! 
-your roornmal<' n i I and 10 h some "" ;;;., ------------- _____________ Ca( 1 OU U(' : .one. _____________ _a 
"l5' llf>\' You! Elim. l..oi•e. El. "'l!!J 
..., No,,· that I have rour ancnuon. what !Jldll llN wanted to say 111. Now L\ lhat wor- AT & T and ME Watch out UK here we come!! @ 
~- we wear toni"ht dar1m''! 11u1 thm ,•"am ~hip ,,ith one· 'r' or two'' ------------- Your rommie 
r.. "'' " .,., D K.I'. Bil-
'E' 11 doesn·1 matter! tHa H.i1 · ------------- ~ 1.ove. ____________ I'll mis!> you so mum nexl scmcstrr Ms. Jolly, 
~ HitlirulmL~ Ehw· You·rc lhc "bcsI" housemate! Art' you ready 10 s lhe :,..7 It'!. 1ha1 day @ 
- _____________ Lei's meet at Beggar's at hall pasl 9 for You know who... of the wcci.. a ~ Doop<"r· tlklSI and coffee! Shall we cut through thr ------------- Ms. Kelly ~ 
~ Thanx for 1h1· mt·niom-s. You're the br-'>t! park Iii,,!" To lhe Cocldinglon condo Crew- ------------- ~ 
I'll lllL\'> you. A GiouITSler Terrace Fan '111anks for everything, you are too G.Il . 
.._ l,,ve. ------------- much!! 11 went 10 sec who?'?) Thanks for lx·ing there - I know. you lold ~ 
'5' 1 Tom: me so!! 
...._ .u RCJS('S are red I a ~ o,ct you know you·re 1he best rom OUisc \'iolcrs are blue I ovc you ~ 
_, Hichc uloLL'>. look ahke I'vr t·vt·r i,eeri'! You are very Anolher pany like that U. ~ 
~ Ii 1~ •,o grc,-11 10 Ix· harh 10 01·1111<11 a good looking• t\nd I'll Ix: lhrough! ------------- ~ 
;;., I1•ggo 11JV(', 1,1.:1 Mark- ,Si. 
,t:;..• Marr·~ S.A Gentol woman Good lurk! You ticncr come \'1511 ll~ - we'll '<!!!f! ~ 1,idt·<'s. ------------- _____________ mis.~ you so much. · ~ 
·-· n1111nunnm1mm I .t'g&O. Karen & Joan- The girls from it> we art· h.ivn,).( ,.,0 mul'h fun iogetlwr! Sl<·pping Ol1t to you know where ,,ill Ix· \\'hat would I do ,whou! you guy~·! l,we 219 w. Spencer @ 
-- 1 ,>vt· Yd. lo,·,· me·, !lie 1,L\I for a lung 11mc! What "111 we do'!! SCXJ<Xl murh. I'.S. Can wr have your \'CK 
..-.. l1J\'(', ------------- ,Si. ~ ------------- H1di<:ulous Micki ~
_, IJ<wt·~t 11. ~1onk<'I'. _____________ i\h. a 
~ HoJJ<' vou·rl' let'luig lw11er · ~1ecli1<1t1on ------------- kif and Dave. Sony for t'Vt'f\1hmg. Frirnrl<;hips like 0~ ~ e, with :\!rw,m drum.~ · wear \'OU . .ll't ITW (ire.it Spending bredk \\1th }'OU, Wl11tney We rouldn't haw dont• 11 \\11hOUI you! llt'l'Cf f~t•. ML,-~ ya! @ 
~ know 11 vou m·t·d to IJ<· hnc .. 1ch'd tonig)lt. and II.uh Uow allOut tho~c· AfghanL~tan Th,m"5 so much. Temirc 10 nci/lhlxir 
~ lo\'(', pl,ull!,'? H&I' Group #,I _____________ ~ 
\k 1 <' :\!no! -c------,---------- Snookums, · ~ 
;g. 
~-
_____________ Hi Micht'lle! Get psyched for t,;ew Year·~ Eve! I can'l ~ 
I!o,>t' ~t. of :\.I..S.. Eileen. Looks like it's jll!,t \'OU ancl me>, k1d··l.('I'!. wail' S. 
, , Hi'\'!' dont' d grcdl Joh. 1h.inl-~ Iii! 1 nu~~ ) ou--lt•,in un mr. and I'll lt'<1n makt> it great! 1 hanks for everytlung I Tht' llumhle Bee Dnl't't 'e!' 
Hon 11· on you! Wt·'II 111<1kt· 11. kid! lovt' you. _____________ ~ 
To %1rg11l'nt<'. l'Jt. \led<i. Dd\'t'. ancl 
Kl'lh·· 
Wl'li. Wl' 0 \'t' 111<1ch· it 1hrough ihL'> w,·el-! 
rill., rnur~·· 1.<·r~ f.\l\ ,. I·ml<1y nigh1 our 
IX'~I ~hot' 
IJJ\ c• ya. Klnl 
,om1 ,met IJK. 
rm grnng 10 lllL,., vou o\'l'r hre<1k! You·w 
lx>lll , ('!)' .',JX~ldl 10 m·--1 LI!~)\' Hohckll'S! 
IJi,·c· KIi 
Jdlll'I 
·1 h.i11l., lor t·, cwthmg--1 nt'<'dt·ct 11 1 I'll 
1111<,,~ you~> 1nurh nt'xt '><'ll~~H·r--11 wrlll 
llX> f,L~I. Onrn· ,·L~11 
I JJ\ <' \ OU. Jo,111 
111·.ir hd. 
I Id\(' d !,\r('<ll IJWdh! I'll flll',,\ I OU lcmlJI\'! 
IJ'i'\ g<·I ~,me· ~lec·p. huh'! 
Ill\'(' )'d. K1111 
M1cl,i 
Wtm1 ,r lx>th pl,mc·~ mJ.!,h! :--.o. Tr,wy. 
:",('\\' Yof1.. L~ llOI a chllt·rt'nl ume lOlll'. 
H1ch· 1111· lJ<mg. put up the smoke· dell'<· 
1or ,md stav oil lht' l.iwn. clar1111 11 
l1J\·1· 01,la. OIR.i. Olga• 
K,um· 
I h,illk.<, for r,·,n 1h1ng I Ill' IW<,i ol llil h 
dl\\cl\~. 
I..O\(". ;-.;p 
r.s. 
1>11111,·r ,II , IX), SOU\'ldkl of rnur~· 
I:,·. 
·10 ill<' J<1p 
:-.,·,v ) ork Oly IJ<,und' Il<'firntt"ly! 
Ex-roorrnc,. 
Hoh. 
I lhmk ll'l, ,llJ<>UI 11rrw W(' l!f>I IOj!(•IIJl'r. I'll 
< <111 you ov,·r hre;1k. I promL'><'! I IO\'t' Yd! 
~<'IT}' Ch11\tm,1.!,. 
IJJI'<·. Hohm 
)O LO.S.I. 
) ou ROI U>.J'. Wr got J T.IU:.I:. 
!->u,~mm· J tm·<· you alot. 
Rich 
I lol'e you. Joan Guess who'' Dweeb, ~ 
ThlS L~ noI to brag or tx:.151 or pin a m:<ldl @, 
on my clw!.t. but to lt't you know rm the• ~ 
H"dl Hamtx,. ~ 
IOdll, 
Wt· ~hart· t'\'t'l)'thing ,myway. What is 
m1m·. L~ your~. 1ndud111g my morn. I lov<· 
you mu! ~> dtJ<·s ~lw. 
K.1'. 
I's rll nwc·t vou m Nc·w.irk to Cdlch tlw 
n,glu 10 1.i111,ill'a! 
. \ 111111· hare! work will pay off in the t'ncl. 
\\'(' (11(1 ii! lltXJIJICJIJI(,- W(' !JC. 
1'.!. IUI 
K.I'.: 
I>o1n go!• Jll'>I k1ddmg-do ii up• ~·r ya 
~>nwllmt· ll<'XI yea~ I..ove you to clc·<1th-
Mc· 
,\lyskd. 
,~ tht'w really d ch!f--1 won·, lx·ht've ii llll 
I!,('(> ii! I'll 51'(' ii 5()()0, nght'! Nt'W )'t'ar'~ 
1,1·<·! I.O\'t' you• 
Your t'X·roomw 
To tho.<,e of you who mr,<,5 up my room, 
~molir my cigarellcs, wat(11 my TV, and 
p,unt mr ceiling: Thank.,; for all the funt(?I 
l.(J\'C Allison 
To thr llharan: 
JI wouldrl't hr the !,illllr wllhour vou! 
~lc·rn· Chri~tm,t,! · 
~1~1.llG.WW.SB.llT.DZ.HB.MS. 
llmnk.\ for the 1¼-day Jklrly. 
SECOND Fl.OOH TAU.(X)'(1': 
Hollin 
I{H(j 
Good luc" on final!>, anrl get p,wcnc'd for 
,1 wild llrr.ak! 
Love Allison 
219 w. Spt'nrt·r ISi noor: 
• T11anx for dinner. You're a gn-,at fnend. 
219 w. Spencer 3rd floor 
F1le1 Mignon· 
t mL<.s youl 
I.W,HS.and 1£, 
Ullle Red IHol Ups! 
Thanks for listeoingl Wish me luck. 1.ovt> 
you guys, 
Nancy 
DOl)'t•, Howie-. and Gayle, 
H.iw great hirlhdays!! I'm sorry W<· all 
c·,m·t Ix- togrther to rdehratr. 
I1ord 
:-.:,mn·· 
l.c·I'.<, · kwk ,l'>.~ nrxt ~·mt·slt'f! 
·1 o the t.ondon-bound girls .it Col-
lt'gctown C.oun: 
lWsl of lurk next 5<•me.s1er--you'II Ix· 
IT11S.'><'.d. Now brin,I! in the foreigner!>! (Poor 
Hm•t(J(Jlh!J 
11,ve. Jo,m 
ll<'hlllt', 
lit· )lOod \\hilt· I'm dWdY and DO NOT 
<.AU. BIU.!! 
IJJl'C, Kar 
To a gullible girl who d,mn·~ like a 
trurkC!rivrr: 
Calendar girts? ,1.2nd St. ov<·rbn~ik'! Golcl 
dLStric·t hen• wr rnme! John cougar w,l~ 
hot. Wc'r<· senirity women! I'm glnd 
you're ht>rc! 
lll\'l', Ml' 
To the gorgeous IC sccunty offirer: 
I hope you had a good time at 1hc con-
<·t·n. John ('.affeny was almost as hor a<, 
you arc. If you ever need a rouonball .. 
give me a call. My ht-ellS(• plalt' # i.', 
:!590-IIU, Ml'rry Christmas. 
!spinnopmohcst1tnok(US 
liul how can you if }'ou·re 1..0.S.T. 
Us. 
Iicst of lurk next scm·-~tt'r-1'11 mL~ ya 
1011.~! 
LY.LM! 
LO.S.T. @ 
@ liScl s. Go Giant~!! 
Sp,mky @ 
Bobbin Hobin (Fi~h m·ll . 
I wi.'.h I was a bar of wap. so nirc ,iml 
c ll',m and shiny, w when you lake a ba1h 
at ni!\hl I can Do.it around your luncy. 
crabs 
Dedr Steve C .. 
I re.illy would likt• to gt•t 10 know you lx·t· 
te'.. How about dnn"5 aftt'r break'! Mnry 
ChristmdS. 
@ 
@ 
@ 
® 
@ 
@ 
Your intcrviewl'r @ 
Dear Alvin 
Was I so wrong a, lo 1hink you really 
cart·d! Anyway th,mx for l<·ndmg m<· 
@ 
@ your jarkct. 
Love. K.11. @ 
l~OL'it'. Steph. and Randi. 
Ha1't' a great S(•mcst<'.r. I'll mi~'> ya! 
ll~ 
~ 
@ 
DW('Cb. @ 
so, hon!'!,tly since you know your @ 
financ't"S better lhan I do, that 1<HS dollars a 
.i week worn strdJ> you down m any 'e, 
way, shape. or form. @ 
LO.S.T. . 
@ 
@ 
Love, K.P. @ 
Joan. 
You owe me dinnrr at Turbal'ks! I wish 
I lo.st. 
@ 
t------------------@ 
Drop your messages in. our box next to 
the check cashing window in the Union 
before Sunday at 8pm. 
L~?rit 15 words. · 
@ 
@ 
@ 
@ 
@ 
p,e Jiliacan.res~zyes the ~t fo~ editorial discretion~·· @ ~ . ., @ 
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All Photos by Adam Riesner Winter concert: 
Cafferty rocks at Ithaca; 
By Ellasa Vendig 
On Saturday night, the IC 
Bureau of concerts and the Stu-
dent ActMtles Board sponsored 
a four-hour show starring John 
Cafferty and The Beaver Brown 
Band,· with two openh1g acts, 
Bernie· Milton and The soul 
Patrol, and · The: ·unforgiven. 
Solllldsgreat, right? Well It was, 
though ~ two-hour wann-up 
period turned out to be 
somewhattedious for the anx-
ious crowd. 
Bernie Milton and band open-
ed and played an imp~ve 
half-hour segment of upbeat . 
rhythm and blues. Beginning the 
set with a driving version of 
Springsteen's "Fire," Milton 
moved through Ill<, repertoire 
. with ease·andprofesslonallsm. 
1llis local Ithaca band drew the 
crowd into aslog,elong of "I Feel 
Alright" which sparked the au-
dlence's excitement. 
Fiery guitar solos led the band 
through spontaneous jamming 
aided by Milton's cowbell per-
cussion. Milton's fast-paced en-
core ended a set that had the 
crowd cheering for more. 
The Unforgiven, however, 
were not as lmpres.sive. 11l1s six· 
• 
1 man/ all-leather band lacked 1 
originality, stage presence, and 
charlsma. one thing that was not 
laddng was volume. 'Ille Un-
forgiven were somewhat of a 
metal mixture of Sprlng.steen, 
The Oash, and Bob Dylan. Pro-
gressing through a rowdy ver-
sion of Dylan's "Like a Rolling 
Stone," all four guitars improvis-
ed their parts while the drum-
mer, ~ed and standing. 
pounded out the heavy beat of 
theclas.gctune. 
on the. lighter side, the band 
went into the oldy "Amazing 
Grare," which really turned into 
an amazing disgrace. The Un-
forgiven put forth a heavy rock 
·n roll set, which had a few peo-
ple dancing in the aisle, but the 
majority of the crowd an-
ticipated their departure. 
The two-hour wann-up period 
was over, and John catferty and 
The Beaver Brown Band took to 
the stage with an electrtfylng 
version of "Voice of America's 
~." They then proreeded in-
aee Cof/erty page JO 
·-
ByAlexDuComb 
and 8rlcl Kuebler_ 
1·beameappw:ent, however, that 
r all fuplcs other than sex were to 
: be left behind. 
' through dinlcal ~ ·and ex.:-
~~. ~~~!>f ~_. 
sex OllU 1114:)IWUOtalll, l"1'C SetiJF ' 
Ori Wednesday, December • ed to be lrYiiul to dispel the no-
tfonshlps fo silly one-liners. 
Nonetheless, Jhn's responses 
were spontaneous, funny, and 
very lnfonnatlve. . 
soon after, they perfonned a 
heated version of "0011\e Dark 
, Side," for which the crowd 
dlanted the chon.5 and clapped 
In unison with sax player. 
~ Michael "Tunes" Antunes. 
Tunes blew a mean sax In 
"Small Town Girl," while Onfer-
. ty melted" the hearts of the girls 
In the ~trow._. ___ _ 
\''C.I.T.Y.''. with 
·: Burn SISters· 
. cafferty proved that he could 
not only play guitar, but dance 
as well. He glided a<l'O$ the 
stage and moved so smoothly 
that all the~· eyes were glued 
to the "Levi's" tag on his faded 
: jeans. This was definitely the 
. case In the song "S0rne Like it 
Hot," where Olfferty joined lead 
guitarist Gary Gramollne and 
bass guitarist Pat Lupo in a 
'shakln' dance trio. 
4th, at 8:30pm,P/ayboy Advisor : . Peterson-;- who-- has~ -been · tlon thaf these common, 
' Jbn Peterson took ihe POdlwn In i writing the colwnn for thirteen · perhaps dally, occurances . i · To erid the evening, we were 
: front of a small, but lnterested, , years, began the lecture by ex- should remain undiscussed. i asked to raise our right hands 
i cafferty's Sprlng.steen-llke 
1 vocals rocked the bleachers of 
the gym with the help of The 
Bum Sisters In the smash hit 
"C.l.T.Y." Spontaneity was 
. definitely the case as the sisters 
. took the stage, but Onferty and 
The Beaver Brown Band 
adap,1/ed ~fortably.'. 
audlenre In Textor 102. 'Ille 
I 
plalnlng how he got the position Peterson's relaxed manner of : and repeat the Playboy Advlc,or 
· event was sponsored by S.AB., and wnat hls duties encomJ)aSS. speaking was. extremely loath: "I am incredible In bed, 
but unfortunately was poorly I The following hour was filled reassuring In that he lLSed those I and even more so when there Is 
attended. '. with hwnorous•r1mu>ttespulled words that we can't even print. someone with me." 'Iblsmeans 
For those not faii1illar with the from past ~~ ledures. I- ibe seooncfficu W$ devoted that there are now about twenty-
Playboy Advisor, lt Is "the se- ) The particularly positive I to fielding QUrStlons submltted . five well lnfonned, less 111· 
cond feature one looks at In I aspect about Mr. Peterson was ,bybothaudlencemembersand , hlblted, and very wil1um 
Playboy," a monthly QUeStlon j that whlJe his anealotes kept the ! students who ~ by the · students roaming the Ithaca cof-
and answer colwnn addressing audience laughing, they also i booth SAB had erected In the J 1ege campus, ready to teach all 
Inquiries ranging from car dJrec.tly attacked various sexual I Union. As does the colwnn, the , of those who didn't attend this 
stemcs to.the latest fashions and tabclbs anll Inhibitions. questions ranged from serious i once-In-a-lifetime experience ex-
above aH el5e, ~~-H ~ . s~. ~ concentrated, ; questions about sex and rela- ,. actly wh&t we have learned. 
Onferty proved that he could 
; sing, dance, and perfonn a first-
! rate rock 'n roll show with his 
· Beaver Brown Band 
-,. ......... -.--.--.-.-.--.--.-.-•.• -.-,.--.-.---·;-;.-... .; .. --.-... -.... -" . --- ~ . ---.r . - .. ·-r ;-· ·--. ·:· . --- -- . . . . . --'-~--.- -- -- . -
... ·J .. . 
1 ,. • • •• WEHAVEASTYLEALLOUROWN lj ~ , .. WEHAVEASTYLEALLOUROWM 
:f'l._(' 'I '"' . . . 
,1 .._vs------~-· • ~1!fJ ! vs HMl<ur~ 
'SAB F!!_~!;RESEJY!_S / 1" If yOuf cillb Or I 
?Ml 
-~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-o~--- i1 
1 
~rganiiation Would like 
.. lj to ~pitfficlpate ln tl!e i98~ 
Friday and Saturday (13/h & 14th) 
.Textor 102- -
ShowtiQJl!s:_Z~OO~nd 9:30 
\ 
! 
l 
.l 
• 
ri 
i. 
Winter Carnival 
Coittact Lisa Buttefs, 
,.·_c)t~lr_ .. 'of ,~Community. · 
:Activities· 1- ·and-Recreation.·. 
"-- '.at 2'14.:3j3j· · ·· , 
--- - -
And_watc.h for .. more d_et,ns .in: 
. " -. . ~ l~_'f!i_e Ithacan . . 
- ---- . -- ·-·---- -- ·---.l .:-·-· :· .. 
' 
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THE ITHACAN II 
''Scarecrow'' tour 
' 
By Alllson Deutsch 
on Wednesday night, 
oecember 4th, Steph, Liz, and 1 
drove to Broome County Arena 
10 see none other than John 
r..ougar Mellancamp. on the way 
there we were completely 
excited, but even then we had 
no concept of the fantastic show 
in store for us. 
When J.C.M. took the stage (he 
was not preceded by a warm-up 
band) the crowd immediately 
jumped to its feet, or, as was the 
case for the floor audience. on 
top of its chairs. I'd love to tell 
those who missed it how John 
looked in the first minutes he 
The Ithaca College 
week in retrospect 
By Brad Tucker 
December 13, 194&-Thelthacan December 4, 1975-An Ithacan 
reports that President Job has article tells of a new program 
just returned from a trip to in- geared towards the student 
spec! the Barracks at sacketts body. Beginning Sunday, 
Harbor as a possible new site for January 22, 1976, the Ithaca OJI-
the college. The Barracks con- lege Tower Club will open its 
tain about 60 permanent doors to students on Sundays 
buildings. A modern gym- only with a limited dinner menu. 
nasium, a library, and a theater Jackets will be required and the 
would have to be constructed. Tower aub has a few extra for 
December 16, 1965-According 
to The Ithacan, the Ithaca Col-
lege Student Committee for the 
Defense of Vietnam seeks aid 
for Vietnamese students at the 
Ben cat High SChool in Vietnam. 
Reprinted letters from the 
students to the American 
soldiers stationed there thanked 
the soldiers for their help in the 
"struggle against Communists 
and fighting for the Liberty of the 
whole Free World." Toe com-
mittee backs US involvement as 
the only intelligent policy in 
Vietnam. 
those without. 
- . . 
December 10, 1981-Thelthacon 
talks with the registrar and 
students about the debut of the 
new preregistration process. 
The new system eliminates the 
need to acquire signatures on 
separate cards. One single 
sheet, where students can list 
courses in order of preference, 
as well as list alternative 
choices, is used. There are 
some problems with the new 
system, but the registrar 
attributes this to the students' 
lack of familiarity with the use of 
alternates. 
was on stage, but I was 
completely blinded by the 
people standing on their chairs 
in front of me and could only see 
the very top of his head. 
However. his hair really looked 
terrific. 
John Cougar Mellancamp 
(known to a small group of 
followers as "The Coug") 
opened his "Scarecrow" 
concert with "Small Town", his 
latest release from the album. 
The energy he gave off was 
incredible; he jumped all around 
the stage, waving to the excited 
crowd (of course. I couldn't 
actually see this. but I heard 
about it later!). I'll say two things 
for "the OJug"; he can certainly 
get an audience dancing, and he 
sounds even better live than on 
his albums. 
From "Small Town" he went 
right into "Jack and Diane." At 
this point, only his second song. 
the crowd was absolutely 
frenzied, and I wondered where 
the Coug would go from here. 
He paused for a few minutes. 
to wave at the crowd, chat with 
us about the problems of small 
American farmers (unlike Bruce. 
John didn't ask us for money), 
and give a man in the front row 
an autograph. 
Steph and I finally stood up on 
the backs of two chairs-· 
balancing precariously, lives at 
stake-all well worth ii for the 
Coug. As far as I know, poor Liz 
didn't see any of the concert. 
Okay, so what did I see? There 
was John Cougar Mellancamp, 
decked out in black boots, black 
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ERIC DEMEL 
jeans. and an unfortunately 
tad<y blad< cowboy shirt. Thank 
goodness, he eventually ripped 
the thing off and wore a white t-
shirt. TheOlug was the happiest 
performer I have ever seen on 
stage. His ear to ear smile was 
contagious and reflected on 
every face in the crowd (well, I 
shouldn't exaggerate that way. 
I'm sure someone was there 
that hated him). 
John played his entire 
repertoire. No, there I go again. 
Of course. he left some songs 
out. but all our favorite coug 
tunes were played. These 
included, "I Need a Lover", 
"Crumblin Down", "Authority 
Song", "Play Guitar", "Hand to 
Hold Onto" (with an unknown 
soloist from the audience), and 
"Hurts So Good". Interestingly 
enough, out of two and a half 
hours John only played his guitar 
on three songs, two of which 
were a rockin · version of "Pink 
Houses", and my own favorite, 
"Ain't Even Done With the 
Night." Since, in my mind, this 
song is a true OJug triumph, I'll 
elaborate on it. Beforehand, he 
told us about how it was written 
for his high school girlfriend of 
five years, and when he played 
it for her at their class reunion. 
she didn't appreciate it (at this 
point, we were all invited to 
whip out our sentimental violins 
for poor John). He also 
mentioned that nobody ever 
bought the actual album that the 
song is on, but I have to say, 
right here in black and white 
print (in case he reads the 
articleH own ill! Needless to 
say, the live version of the song 
was phenomenal. The audience 
was moved to tears. Not really. 
but anyway ... you understand 
my point. 
The wild Mellenc,amp backup 
band was made up of Larry 
Crane on guitar. Toby Myers on 
bass. drummer Larry Aronoff. 
Mike Wanchic on guitar, John 
cascella on keyboard and sax. 
violinist Lisa Germano. Pat 
Peterson on percussion and 
vocals, and Crystal Taliefero on 
voc,als, percussion, and sax. ·Jhc 
two guitarists were the shining 
stars of the band, although Toby 
Meyers was the best looking-. 
next to the OJug himself (in case 
somebody's interested in that 
type of thing). 
Despite the teeny-bopper 
following that sometimes 
plagues him. John played much 
of his concert towards the 
portion of the audience that was 
his age (he is thirty-four). He did 
an incredible medley of sixties 
tunes including a boppy version 
of the Shondelles' "Mony, 
Mony". Lastly, as an encore, ht' 
did "Under the Boardwalk". 
Trust me-it was wild. 
Next lime he comes around, 
don't miss John Cougar 
MeUancamp-he is well worth 
anything you have to undergo to 
get there. even though the 
I-shirts they sell are ugly. Steph. 
Liz, and I were thankful for the 
privilege, although the security 
men wouldn't let us throw 
ourselves at his feet. Now I 
know-the coug really is god. 
.J . -- ·-. 
.. 
Wednesdays 9pm to lam 
ITHACA COLLEGE 
BOOKSTORE 
·co~e Out Early For Dinner And 
!f Great Night of Entertainment 
Plums 
"The Best Restaurant In Town" 
Dec. 16-20 
9:00-4:00 
Fast * Reliable * Efficient 
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After Hours: a 
night in SoHo 
By Sean Rooney 
Martin SOOrcese's most recent 
film, "After Hours". is a zany 
and bizarre comedy about one 
night in SoHo. Scorcese 
de.scribes it as an "experimental, 
psychological farce." Starring in 
"After Hours" are Griffen Dunne 
(" American Werewolf in 
London"), Rosanna Arquette 
("Desperately seeking Sll.5illl") 
and Terri Garr ("Tootsie". etc.). 
The movie begins and takes 
place in SOHO, New Yolk. Griffen 
is a lonely data processor sitting 
in a small cafe somewhere in 
SOHo late one night. He meets 
Rosanna Arquette who is also 
alone and unemployed. Tuey 
have a conversation about art 
and discover they have 
something in common. Tuey 
soon leave and go home in 
separate directions. He still feels 
lonely, and has somewhat of a 
desire for more of Arquette. He 
calls her, and makes plans to 
meet with her soon after. Art is 
the supposed point of the 
meeting. 
home just yet. When thingS are 
looking bright, they are suddenly 
tarnished by some sort of 
seemingly uncontrollable 
circumstance. 
Because Griffen Dunne is sudl 
a likeable character, we tend to 
feel sorry as he wishes his night 
wiU change for the better. Paul 
Hackett (Dunne), at one point or 
another, lives like a mouse in a 
mouse trap, a dog locked in a 
cage, or simply in his own cube 
where he is unable to progress 
beyond the artsy town of SOHo. 
scorcese uses an original fonn 
of comedy and humor not seen 
in many other films. When Paul 
Hackett is in one of his most 
pathetic moments all the 
audience can do is laugh. In one 
scene, Paul is blamed for thefts 
around the SOHO area. Being at 
one of th~ lowest of his low 
points, an<'I without money, he 
is chased around SoHo by a 
town watch coalition, mostly 
made up of punks. combined 
with his continuing 
helplessness, and these chase 
scenes, it becomes a very funny 
part of the mm. 
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Renaissance comes alive 
By Nayeem Hafeez 
This past weekend the 
Renaissance came to life with 
the spice of Ithaca college's 
music and theatre departments. 
The I.C. "Madrigal Feast" was a 
smashing success, with. three 
soldout crowds, drawing people 
from as far as New York City 
and Boston. The Madrigal 
Singers, combined and directed 
by professor of music, James 
Porterfield, prepared for the 
performance all semester. They 
thrilled the audience with period 
music ranging from well-known 
Christmas carols to the weaving 
harmonies of Renaissance 
madrigals. 
This melodious gala was sur-
rounded by a period script, 
masterfully created in 
Elizabethan text by singer 
Mathew Bennett. It included 
everthing from a Steward to 
attach audience to performers, 
to Pig-bearers, to a Lord and 
Lady to conduct the ceremony. 
There was even an adapted 
version of the classic play, 
Everyman. 
Ail were garbed in colorful 
Renaissance costume that 
enhanced the magical atmo-
sphere already created by the 
gorgeous decorations that 
draped the west end of the 
Terrace Dining Halt The 
crowning touch, however, came 
with tne sumptuous meal 
beautifully served at stages 
throughout this performance and 
accompanied by lilting voices 
singing centuries old tunes. 
department professor Suzanna 
Berryman who, along with 
Professor Porterfield, ensured 
that from the mere one-week 
rehearsal period came the full 
fruition opening night. The end 
result was a delightfully magical 
evening of culture through music 
and theatre whidl brought a little 
bit of the past to the present to 
initiate the Christmas season. 
so•her ( so'ber ), adj. 
Characterized by self~control or sanity; 
reasonable; rational. 
SOBER IS SMART. Now is the time 
to start thinking about drinkii1g in a 
whole new light. Drinking doesn't make 
- you cool. It's not a guarantee of success. 
It's not even a prerequisite to having fun. 
The fact is booze doesn't really get you 
anywhere. Think about it. 
SOBER IS SMART 
A public service message from the New York State 01v,s,ur1 of 
Alcoholism and Alcohol Abuse and your campus newspaper 
When Griffen arrives at 
Arquette's apartment, he notices 
that her house is full of crazies, 
including herself. Instead of 
wanting to stay, he decides to 
leave, and, in fact, does. Toe 
viewer thinks: That's simple, 
just take a cab home the same 
way you came. Well, this is 
where all the bizarre action 
begins and he doesn't make it 
I thought this was a very funny 
and original comedy. Scorcese 
applies a lot of human touches 
to "After Hours". This ftlm is 
natural in the sense that the 
circumstances that Paul is 
thrown into happen to everyone, 
but, of course, on a much 
smaller scale, and hopefully with 
less frequency. The theatrical end of the show . 
~ • was handled by theatre 
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iT ough test for IC 
rompage 1 
line where it was second and they've ever experienced." 
eight. On the next play, The Bomber defense, led by 
Middaugh slipped.and a delay of consistent big play people like 
game penalty followed, forcing Tim Torey and George 
the BOmbcrs to settle for a McCormack. has been a 
Guerrera field goal from 32 yards superior force in the playoffs 
out. against the best teams in the 
A Kevin Farrell interception East. They have simply not 
and return to the Bullet 28~yard allowed teams to move the ball. 
line set up the Bombers' next Augustana last week defeated 
score as Mike Middaugh threw Central of Iowa, 14-7, for their 36th 
to Jim Lynch for the 28-yard consecutive victory, the longest 
touchdown. current streak in college football. 
Toe Bombers'fmal score came The Vikings' Wing-T offense is 
early in the fourth quarter when purely run. They average 293 
Middaugh again threw a yards rushing per game and 
touchdown pass,this time for ten throw an average of only seven 
yards, to Jerry Walker. The times per game. 
Bombers• 34-0 lead held to Defensive coordinator, Tim 
become the final score. Falkner says the defense will 
The Bomber offense simply predominantly play an even four 
outplayed Gettysburg netting man front instead of the usual 
454 yards in total offense, 357 of odd defense which uses three 
which came rushing. Ithaca down linemen. "We want to 
defense was again outstanding bring more people to the point of 
on Saturday. Led by seniors attack which the four man line 
Steve Sweeny, George will give us," Falkner says. 
McCormack, and Kevin Farrell, The Bombers have given up 
has led to our scoring success. 
which has attributed to the 
overall confidence of the team." 
But how will the Bomber 
offense do against Augustana, a 
team who has won back-to-back 
Stagg Bowls and has a defense 
that gives up only six points per 
game? "You can't get caught up 
with who you're playing. To us 
it's just another game wf'. are 
preparing for and want to win." 
Boyes said. 
Augustana·s defense is very 
aggressive against both the pass 
and the run. They rush the 
passer with as many as eight 
people a time,so Kass will have 
to be prepared to get rid of the 
ball in a hurry. The Vikings' 
aggressive style could open up 
the short passing game if 
Augustana blitzes their 
linebackers. 
Game time is 12:45 in Phenix 
City. Alabama, and will be 
shown live on channel l3 by SPN 
sports. 
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Freshman lead 
women's team 
By Dorothy Lohnau 
Ithaca College women's 
swimming and diving team 
swept two meets, beating 
Potsdam and Cortland State. 
The women easily defeated 
Potsdam Stare. with a final score 
of Ithaca o7 - Potsdam 30. 
The three-meter diving 
contributed many points to the 
team. Seniors Janice Colvin and 
Beth Donovan locked into first 
and second place respectivelv. 
The strong points for the 
swimmers came in the 200-yard 
freestyle when sophomore 
Kirsten Colman placed second 
to freshman Barbara Radef. 
sophomore Lisa Shanks and 
freshman Valerie Strenk finished 
strongly in the 100-yard butterfly, 
lacin first and second 
respectively. 
In a meet following 
Thanksgiving break, the 
women's team traveled to 
Cortland State to prove their 
strength. Ithaca narrowly 
defeated Cortland with a score 
of Ithaca 61 - Cortland 52. 
Throughout this meet freshman 
Radef and Stapp set new team 
records. Radef set the 1000-yard 
freestyle record with a time of 
10:55.3. Stapp set the 200-yard 
breaststroke with a time of 
2:33.78. Both qualified for 
nationals as well. 
The women·s swim team 
continue their meet schedule on 
December 14 when they travel to 
Hobart and William Smith. The 
meet is scheduled to begin at 
2:00 m 
March 29 opener 
From page 16 
against rival Georgetown. "This Ithaca Inlet on Saturday. March 
year the Hovas will vLsit the 29. 
who each had eight tackles. the an average of only 12 points per 
~gf~~h:h:~sburg to just ~:~~t~isust;i:~~~·th~u~li~~ MO Ve t O m id d I e Wei 9 ht 
This Saturdav the BOmbers of last Saturday's game to keep 
travel to Phenix City, Alabama Augustana to just 12 points. From page 14 
to take on the Augustana Vikings The Bomber offense has been was 1:53. undisputed 
in Toe Stagg BOwl. The Vikings, playing nothing short of Now that Curry has conquered championship. 
middleweight tough, youthful opponent lil-e 
Curry thtL<; the September 1986 
date rather than the mid-to-late 
1987 date which some observers 
feel the bout will be staged. 
who have won two consecutive exceptional. They have been the welterweights, he will have By about September of next 
,tagg BOWis, should be the running the option extremely an even more challenging road year Curry should be able to add 
oughest team the BOmbers will well and mixing the pass ahead of him. He now plans to enough weight to his 147 pound 
race all season. The Bombers, in effectively. The offensive line, move up to the 1541b. junior frame to be ready for Hagler. 
however, are a tougher. more led by senior Rich Wageman. middleweight division where he who usually weighs in at about So in the upcoming year keep 
dominating team now than they has blocked extremely well for hopes to pick up a second title 157-158. Curry has the defensive looking for the name of Donalcl 
have been throughout the both the running and passing in the first half of 1986. Then he skills and hand speed to Curry in the media and follow 
·11 be d f h h t 'th th M I the collision course the two ,viii season. As senior defensive games. Coach Jerry Boyes says w1 rea y or t e mate -up compe c w1 e arve 0.!-15 
tackle Steve Sweeny puts it, a major factor in the offense's everyone in boxing is now one. Hagler will not want to wait embark on in 1986 when Curry-
" Augustana is in for the most success in the playoffs has been anticipating; Curry versus for age to erode his skills when Hagler develops as the years 
l!!;in~tim~id~a~ti~n~~h~si:,:;c~al~~fo~r:;;:ce~_,ei:;;:ood~~ex~e;;:;cu~t~io~n:,;,,· _"Th.:.:,:;;e;;.;e~x:;;;e,:;;:CU::,:t:;;:iO::,:n __ l\;,;;;1,;;,an,_',;;,el_o,;;;us;....;M .... an,_,_in_H __ 1e_r_fo_r_th,..e tl=ah~eiisii:ite~psssi~n~tosth~e~rin~g~wi:EitEEh~aS==s=u:E=pe=r=fi§gh=t=. =============='/1 
fOR A CHANGE OF PACE COM~ TO US 
A. Christmas Party! 
-r 
Ithaca High Madrigal SingerS 
J will be performing at ~00 P.M. 
'IbUl'llday 12/12 in Pal'l\Jaya 
Holiday Hour, - M•f 10.S, sat. to-15:30 
Suu:12-11 
Yes, Parajay's is celebrating 
Christmas this Fri & Sat. 
There will be refreshments, 
decorations, great sale prices and 
SANTA! On Fri from 3-6 and 
Sat. from 2-4 you can have your 
picture taken with Santa, free 
with any purchase. It's a party 
you won't want to miss. 
• SWEATERS &> SWEATERS 
WOOL~, COTIUN, /\CllYl-lC: 
BLENDS. GREAT STYLES BY 
ALBEROY, S.A. 
!IIGGINS, M£RONA, UNION DAY 
NOW 20-30% OFF 
• DRESS SALE 
Buy 1 dresr. SAVE $10. 
Buy 2nd dress SA VE $15. 
TOTAL SAVINGS $25. 
• WINTER JACKETS &> 
WOOL COATS 
CHOOSC FROM BRAETAN, IVORY 
KO!lAL,JILLJUNIORS, TON SUR 
TON, LIZ CLAIBORNE 
NOW 20-30o/o OFF 
• MERONA - SW£ATER5, SLACKS, 
IIWUS£S, IN corroN OR WOOL 
NOW 20o/o OFF 
• GUESS liP LIZ WEAR 
JACKETS liP VESTS 
YOUR FAVORITES NOW ON SALE 
~ NOW $4499 ,0$89.99 
! • BLOUSES liP TOPS j SELEC'flON OF PLAIDS, PRINTS, 
SOUDS BY CALVIN KLEIN, 
MICKEY 6,, CO., UNION BAY 
NOW 20-30% OFF 
• • pa,a,1ays 
"We're in the greenback's" 
~ """::=,:;:: 
 
HAIRSTYLING l~E' v,s.,· Maate<Cord 
405 Eddy Street, Collegetown _ _j 
Open Thursday evenings ;.t7).1220 
CHINESE RESTAURANT 
Pan An Chinese Food 
Lunch Special:M-F 11:30-2:00 
Soup & Salad Bar- & Chinese Buffet 
All you can ear only S2.85 
II 
• Complete Chinese Menu: Carry-Out 
Available 
Party Room for 75 People or More 
*New Oriental Gift Shop Opening• 
367 Elmira Rd., lti1a..:a Sat-sun: uam-2pm 
(across from McDonald's) Chinese Breakfast 
273-9466 
r················KtV1VAL··············1 
: Just Arrived : 
• • : for ; 
: Holidays · ·.· : 
• • 
• Sheepskin Coats ............ $99/now $49.99 • 
: Rhinestone Jewelry .................. - . . . . ; 
: earrings ............................. $5.00 ; 
: pins •................................ Save ; 
• necklaces ............................ $ave • 
: Black Wool Sweaters ............... . Sll.99 : 
• • • • 
: 103 Dryden Rd., Collegetown _____ : 
• • : 273-8200 ; 
• • ._ ______________ ___. , •.......•...•.•.....................•.......•.•.• 
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Division I football needs a playoff ~ 
By Mike Murphy 
As the 1985 college football 
eason draws to a close, shouts 
.f "we're nwnber one, we're 
wnber one" will reign down 
pon football fans aaos.s college 
Ldffipuses throughout the 
nation. 
The shouts will be loudest in 
Pennsylvania, where the 
undefeated Penn State Nittany 
Lions sit on top of the AP polls, 
with a perfect 11-0 record. 
Provided the Nittany Lions 
defeat third-ranked Oklahoma 
(10-1) at the Orange Bowl, Penn 
State should be declared 
national championships. 
teams. But is this solution the 
answer? 
Many college bowl promoters 
would feel they were losing 
money if their games were not 
the center of attention. For 
example, the significance of this 
year's cotton Bowl, sugar Bowl, 
or many of the minor bowl 
games, would be diminished if 
a national championship game 
were to be played. The Rose 
Bowl is the biggest money 
winner in the Bowl 
sweepstakes, no matter who 
plays, so they are not as 
concerned about a possible 
playoff situation. 
The solution? Limit some of 
the bowl invitations to schools 
and _set up a framewolk with the 
existing bowl games. Instead of 
having all the big name teams 
play at once, let them start 
against some of the lesser teams 
in one of the smaller bowl 
games. Each week, the winner 
would advance to the next 
round, in a different bowl game, 
gradually wolking its way to the 
final round game to be held in 
the Rose Bowl. 
An example would be to use 
this year's Top 20. Have top 
ranked Penn State play 
twentieth-ranked Bowling Green: 
December 14 along with five 
other games. By balancing out 
the Bowl games, and setting at 
least six of the bowl games on 
.the same day, the process 
would only lengthen the season 
by two weeks. 
By using this method, there 
will be a clear cut method of 
determining a national 
champion. This will also set up 
some extremely exciting games 
for fans and also set up greater 
revenues for networks and 
participating schools, as well as. 
the promoters of the bowl 
games. 
More exciting gam~ gene!ally 
What would happen, 
h9wever, if Oklahoma upset 
Penn State? Would second-
ranked Miami (10-1) be national'. 
champion, if they can beat' 
eighth-ranked Tennessee, or 
would the sooners come out on 
top again? Where does this 
leave fourth-ranked Iowa (10-1), 
ranked number one for much of 
the season? 
Curry set for H~gler 
If this is confusing to you, 
imagine how confusing the 
situation becomes for the wrtters 
who must declare their vote, 
and face the wrath of 
unsympathetic "'football 
experts" for the rest of history. 
controversy has surrounded 
the national championship ever 
since the inception of the tenn 
n national dlampion. n Of course, 
the obvious solution would be to 
have a playoff tournament, such 
as with Division I and Division II 
By John El~relnhofer 
There is a new superstar 
emerging on the boxing scene 
and his name will soon become 
familiar even to casual viewers 
of the sport. The man's name is 
Donald Curry and on Friday 
night he became the first un-
disputed welterweight cham-
pion, since Sugar Ray Leonard 
first retired in 1982, by knocking 
out WBC champion Milton 
MCCrory in two rounds. 
Curry and McCrory both 
entered the ring at the Las Vegas 
Hilton on Friday night with a 
claim to the welterweight 
championship, and undefeated 
records, Curry at (23-0) and 
McCrory at (27-0-1). Curry also 
known as "The LOne Star 
Cobra" was recognized as 
champ by the World Boxing 
Association while "Ice Man" 
McCrory was recognized by the 
world Boxing council. 
Curry dominated the short 
bout from start to finish. In the 
first round he posted the 
tentative McCrory with crisp 
combinations, stinging him once 
with a hard left hook. Curry 
ended matters in the second 
round. 
He pursued McCrory around 
the squared circle for the first 
minute of the round and then 
,~~··~-·~···~~~~~~~~~, 
~~upport the_ ~ 
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suddenly unleashed a left hook 
that dropped MCOOry to the 
floor for the first time in his 
career. V1Sibly shaken and in 
serious trouble, Milton valiantly 
climbed to his feet and was 
allowed to continue by referee 
Mills Lane. 
AS soon as McCrory squared 
up to continue fighting Curry 
rushed in and hammered his 
opponent with a perfect right 
cross that exploded off 
McCrory's chin and layed him 
flat on his back for a ten-count. 
McCrory was on the canvas for 
several minutes before he was 
able to rise. The time of the KO 
,see Move page 13 
lead to better 1V ratmgs Which 
helps out the networks 
tremendously. AS the networks 
pay the promoters for the rights 
of televising bowl games, the 
promoters will make out with 
even more money. Schools 
receive some money for playing 
the games and will also benefit 
from the free exposure given to 
them. · 
What about the players? Many 
opponents of college football 
feel the player's education 
suffers while playing football. A . j 
close look at graduation figures 
would support this argument. 
The key point'is the players 
make the game what it is, not 
the administrators, not the 
promoters, and not the net-
works. But who cares? The 
NCAA and the schools have 
been taking advantage of the 
student att11etes for this long, 
why bother treating them any 
differ~ntly. 
Finale 
.From page 15 
steamroll into Alabama. Ithaca 
will put its season on the line 
against Augustana, winner of 36 
straight games, in the Division Ill 
showdown. 
Wresfli·ng .· 
·From page 15 
perhaps his last at Ithaca. 
-Last night's match with 
Oswego State was Ithaca's last 
until several weeks into the New 
Year. 
Where it's happnin' 
December 12, 1985 
~ • > " ~ • 'w • •: : ·, •,-
_,,, __ 
Mary Calton takta}ump shot In last Da,nday's lfllMagabut Onl:onla. ~ Ithaca College Womm's Yar-
sily Ba.rlcetball ttam lost the close game by the score of 70-61; their record now stands at 2-4. The team will 
have a chanee to Improve on this record In the Ithaca Inllilalional tournament this weekend. 
Cogswell, Kane winners: 
Wrestlers second at RIT 
By Jim Connors 
The Ithaca College Wrestling 
iTeam did itself proud this past 
weekend placing second in the 
fifteen-team R.I.T. Wrestling 
Invitational. That is the best 
finish Ithaca College has had in 
the twenty year history of the 
tournament. 
GOOD 
LUCK 
BOMBERS~~(';s 
at 
Phenix City 
HOLL Y'S SURPLUS 
Next To U-Hau/ 
347 Elmira Rd. Ithaca 
272-9722 
"Genuine GI is our 
forte" 
IC had two wrestlers win the 
tournament (Glenn Cogswell, 129 
lbs. and heavyweight Rich Kane) 
as well as having a pair (Chris 
Ledyard, 153, and Tom 
Mankowich, 161) go as far as the 
finals. Jeff Backal (121), Chris 
LoPresto (137), Tim Mosely (145) 
and Steve Hile (170) also placed 
in the tournament for Ithaca. 
The team which won the 
tournament, Ashland College, 
placed fourth in Division II last 
year. 
Speaking of rankings, Ithaca 
College is listed at number siX in 
Division Ill as well as number six 
in New York State for the month 
of December. 
"We couldn't be happier with 
the season to this point," says 
an elatedASsistant coach Mark 
Iacovelli. "When you consider 
we only have three returning 
starters in our line-up, it says a 
lot about the kind of guys we 
have in our program." 
Grappler Notes: 
--Two-time All-American Bob 
Panariello is recovering well 
from shoulder surgery but will 
still have to red-shirt this season, 
see Wrestling page 14 
Th~ Dugout 
19 to get in-
21 to drink-
Every Night 
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Defense the key 
in playoff wins 
By Mike Murphy 
The big story for the Ithaca 
College football team is the fact 
that the team is now in 
contention for the NCAA 
Division Ill national title. The 
lesser known story is how the 
Bombers got there, starting with 
the first round playoff game with 
rival Union last November 23. 
Ithaca, then ranked seventh 
with a 9-1 record, entered the 
Union game in the rare role of 
underdogs. The offense could 
not get the ball rolling against a 
tough Union defense. Two 
2s-yard field goals left the 
Bombers on the short end of a 
6-0 halftime score. 
At the start of the second half, 
the defensive battle continued 
as neither team could mount a 
serious offensive threat. Quarter-
back Mike Middaugh, who 
replaced an ineffedive Steve 
Kass, sparked a 66-yard 
touchdown drive with a 35-yard 
. touchdown pass to splitend Pete 
Minturn early in the fourth 
quarter. 
\ Union, proving their number 
three national ranking, came 
back late in the fourth quarter 
with a touchdown pass at 1:57. 
Middaugh then successfully 
engineered the two-minute drill, 
driving to the Union 13-yard line 
with 35 seconds to lay. 
Middaugh threw his second 
touchdown pass to Minturn of 
the day, to put the Bombers up 
13-12. 
With Union driving towards a 
possible game-winning score, 
. the Bomber defense stiffened as 
it has done all year. After a Union 
completion, linebacker Joe 
Marra knocked the ball, and 
Union's championship hopes, 
loose with a honl"-iarring 
tackle. Teammate Marc Duncan 
recovered to clinch the victory. 
Fullback Kevin Macri led the 
rushing attack with 91 yards and 
Shawn Huth followed up with 41 
yards. Middaugh completed 9 of 
17 for 102 yards. 
The Bombers gave the 
hometown fans plenty to cheer 
about as they demolished 
Montclair State, 50-28, on 
November 30. Kass returned to 
form by throwing for 203 yards 
and rushing for 47 yards. 
The tone was set early as 
Kass led the Bombers to a 
99-yard touchdown drive. 
capped by running back Lou 
Butenschoen·s four yard run. 
Kass eventually finished the day 
with Ithaca playoff records for 
completions (14), passing yards 
(203), completion percentage 
(14-19), and is now co-record 
holder for most touchdown 
passes in a game in only one 
half play. Tightend Oaig Chiesa, 
who had eight receptions on the 
year, caught six passes to set 
another school record. Kicker 
Nick Guerrera kicked six extra 
points to also set a new record. 
The defense was up for the 
game, as it limited Montclair's 
1.000-yard runner. Tony 
Fleming, to five yards. 
Linebacker Tim Torrey, recently 
named to the Pizza Hut All-
American team, showed how 
he earned the honor by making 
four tackles and two sacks. 
Against Union, Torrey had 11 
tackles and three sacks. Against 
Union, Torrey and Dan Welkley 
each had interceptions, with 
Rosin picking off two. 
Ithaca now has won 10 of its 
last 14 playoff games as they 
see Finale page 14 
Bombers ready 
to face Hobart 
From page /6 
and three meter diving events. 
The second half of the meet 
started with a splash as senior 
.Joe Karney won the 100-yarct 
butterfly in 55:46 while junior Bill 
Murray took serond in the event. 
John Van 0>11 followed Karney's 
example by taking the 100-yard 
freestyle with a time of 48:79. 
senior Lee Bird reciprocated by 
winning the 200-yard backstroke 
ln 2:07:63. Sophomore Mike 
Cohen and junior Brian Bennet 
combined for a second and third 
in the 500-yard freestyle, 
respectively. 
The Bombers moved their 
record to 3 and o this past week 
by turning in two strong 
performances. The Bombers 
next meet will be against Hoban 
College on December 14 at 
. 2:~p~ - -
,oo\ci 
,Si~ 
' CASH PAID 
EXAM WEEK ... 
EVERY DAY 
ROGAN'SCORNERS 
Pizza & SUbs To Go 
FOR BOOKS 
bring your books to: 
Ithaca College Bookstore 
Dec. 16-20, 9am-4pm 
DON'T MISS IT! 
273-6006 
fREE 
IBJVERYHOURS 
MonrFrl 5 pm 'ID J:30 
Sat.. ~ 12:30 pm "Ill 1:.30 ;. i 
; 
I 
\, 
.ITHACAN 
PORT~ 
Ithaca Bomber quarterback Steve Kass looks for an opening to throw the baJJ.in the second quarter, Kass 
played for the ftnt half securing the winning points for the &mbers· vktory on Saturday, 
Five medal-s for crew 
By Dan Robinson 
The Ithaca College Crew 
wrapped up its Fall rowing 
season on November 23 and 24, 
competing in the Frostbite and 
Bill Braxton Memorial regattas in 
Philadelphia. Although the f dll is 
strictly a tune-up for the spring, 
IC recorded its most successful 
Frostbite ever by rowing to five I gold medals in ten races. All 
1 • races were 1500 meters, the 
shortest distance the crews will 
race all year. 
The varsity heavyweight eight 
notched its first important win 
since 1980. Rowing its brand 
new shell, the heavies pulled 
I . away from the six boat field and crossed the line in 4:14.6, 6.3 
seconds ahead of second-place 
George Washington University. 
Andy Hahn. sophomore from 
Binghamton, NY, stroked the 
crew; Lisa Donnabella from 
Liverpool. NY was the 
coxswain. Hahn and three 
others also were victorious in 
the Heavy Four event. John 
r Stafford, this year's 
I 
I I 
heavyweight commodore from 
Edina, MN, set the pace as 
Ithaca held off a furious sprint by 
the Penn Quakers to win in 
4:29.9. Stafford, who stroked last 
Spring's 10-2 heavy four, also 
manned the five oar in the 
heavy eight. 
Other winners included the 
varsity women's eight, N men's 
eight and the novice women's 
eight, with IC placing third in the 
men's novice eight. and 
lightweight four. The varsity 
women finished comfortably 
ahead of Marist, George Mason. 
Charleston, and Washington 
COiiege. The Novice women 
also won convincingly, 7.9 
seconds in front of second place 
Rhode Island. The N men had 
a much tougher time, trailing 
most of the distance. Ithaca 
mounted a furious drive in the 
last 30 strokes to overtake GWU 
and win by .4 seconds. 
The Braxton regatta. was not 
as successful as IC won only 
one race. Again, the novice 
women brought home the gold. 
Using a different line-up from the 
winning saturday combo, the 
Ithacans led GWU, Michigan, 
Charleston, Penn. and Iona 
across the line. The novice 
women are led by first year 
coach Jane Knauss Eager, who 
rowed in the varsity eight last 
Spring. 
The varsities were not 
winners but rowed 
competitively nevertheless. The 
heavyweight eight actually led 
three-time defending ·champ 
Temple at the halfway mark of 
its race, although the Owls came 
back to win, IC dropping to third. 
five seconds behind. The varsity 
lightweights fought through the 
morning heats to earn third place 
and a finals spot, where they 
finished sixth behind winner 
Marietta. 
The _varsity women recorded 
another strong race, fmishing 1.9 
seconds behind winner GWU. 
Trailing the leaders were 
Charleston, Marietta. and 
Michigan. 
Ithaca's next competition will 
be the traditional Spring opener 
see Opener page JJ 
Van Cott, York 
lead swimm:ers 
By James Finn 
The Ithaca COilege Men's 
swim team upped their record to 
3-0, with victories over COrtland 
State and Potsdam State. 
seniorCaptain John van COit 
led the Bombers with three 
victories as they beat the Red 
Dragons of COrtland 62-SI. van 
cott was victorious in the 
so-yard freestyle (22:15), the 
400-yard medley relay and the 
400-yard freestyle relay. 
sophomore Chris Martin added 
two victories in the 200-yard 
freestyle relay (U49.87) and the 
400-yard freestyle relay. 
The Bombers dominated the 
sprint freestyle events, taking 
first and second in both the so 
and 100-yard freestyle races. In 
the distance races, Mike 
unguary and Bill Murray 
received a second and third in 
the 1000-yard freestyle, 
respectiVely. 
The Bombers then faced 
Potsdam and defeated them 
68-40. 
Lee Bird, Joe Karney, Bryan 
Rice, John Van COit, and Clayton 
· York were double winners for 
the Bombers. The Bombers 
looked strong as they were 
victorious in the first nine events. 
The 400-medley relay of Lee 
Bird, Bryan Rice, Todd Watson 
and John Van COit turned in a 
strong performance with a lime 
of 3:45:0. Chris Martin and Mike 
unguary followed the medley 
relay by taking first and third. 
respectively, in the 1000-yard 
freestyle. 
Junior Todd Stevens turned in 
a stellar performance in the 
so-yard freestyle with a time of 
21:63. Stevens broke the team 
and pool reoords with this swim. 
senior Dan Joyce took second in 
the event with a time of 22:79. 
Bryan Rice and freshman Rob 
D'Allesandro took first and 
second in the 200 IM, 
respectively. 
Junior aayton York had a 
great day sweeping both the one 
s.ee Bombers page 15 
Turnovers· hurt 
Bomber Hoops 
By Gregg Lauber 
The Ithaca College men's 
basketball team played three 
games this past week, a 
conference game with RPI and 
two games in the Rochester Tip 
Off Tournament. 
Ithaca's game against RPI was 
an exciting one as the Bombers, 
who were trailing by four at the 
half, were able to regroup and 
squeak by the Engineers 52-50. 
This game, however, did not 
reflect Ithaca's fme performance, 
thus for this season as they 
were only able to shoot 38% 
from the field. 
Because of the weak outside 
shooting, it took a concentrated 
team effort from the Bombers to 
come from behind and win. 
Mark COmish led the team with 
13 points and eight rebounds, 
while Andy Vye tossed in 12 and 
polished down eight boards as 
wen. 
Ithaca next traveled to 
Rochester to participate in the 
University of Rochester Tip Off 
Tournament. While playing Ohio 
Wesleyan in the first round, the 
Bombers jumped out to an early 
lead and went into the locker 
room up by six. 
The second half was no 
different as IC was able to 
increase its lead and cruise to a 
13 point victory, 74-61. Andy Vye 
led Ithaca with 21 points. but the 
big story had to be the play of 
guard Al Whitney, who not only 
scored 20 points, but grabbed a 
game high 14 rebounds. 
With the win over Ohio 
Wesleyan, Ithaca advanced to 
the finals, playing against the 
host University of Rochester 
team. The first half was very 
closely played as neither team 
gained a decisive advantage. IC 
led at the half by a free throw. 
Rochester was able to gain the 
advantage in the second half, 
setting the nets on fire by 
shooting 6.5% from the outside, 
thanks in part to guard Terry 
Fitzgerald, who scored a career 
high 28 points and led Rochester 
past the Bombers 68-62. The 
Yellow Jackets did, however, 
have help from the Bombers 
who turned the ball over 17 limes 
in the game. In Ithaca's last two 
games, they have committed 33 
turnovers - something that has 
hurt them. 
on the plus side, Al Whitney 
continued his fme play scoring 16 
points and dominating the glass 
with 13 rebounds. Andy vye also 
chipped in 16 points. Whitney 
and vye were named to the All-
Tournament team for their fine 
play. 
Ithaca's record now stands at 
3-2 with a game against the 
Hobart Statesman tonight. The 
Bombers' first home game is 
this saturday at 4:00pm against 
oneonta State. 
